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Contacts:Contacts:Contacts:Contacts:    
 

Chris Marvell  is the Newsletter editor.  Please let him have your contributions for future Newsletters, comments, suggestions, letters 
for publication, criticisms etc.  If you want, Gina Kelland is still happy to receive material for the Newsletter: she will be assisting 
Chris with her advice and proofreading.  If you are sending published articles please either get Copyright clearance yourself or 
enclose the details of the publisher so Chris can ask for permission.   You can contact Chris by email to editor@belleek.org.uk 
 

Chris and Bev Marvell publish and distribute the Newsletter.  Chris has set up a database which forms the Group’s “digital” archive, 
keeping a record of relevant publications and photographs (including photos etc. gathered at meetings and not published in the 
Newsletter).  Some or all of this information will be available on the Internet as our website develops -  working with Simon 
Whitlock, we intend to publish all the back issues of the Newsletter and all of the research done by our Group members on our 
website.  If you have questions about the publication and distribution of the Newsletter, contact Chris or Bev by email at 
publisher@belleek.org.uk. 
 

The Group’s Chairman is Patricia Russell MBE, email chairman@belleek.org.uk 
 

Our Treasurer is Paul Ewings, contact him by email at treasurer@belleek.org.uk 
 

The Group's Administrator is Bev Marvell, email to administrator@belleek.org.uk  
 

Our website is administered by Simon Whitlock and can be found at http://www.belleek.org.uk/.  To contact Simon, the 
Webmaster, send email to webmaster@belleek.org.uk. 
 

There is a separate email address to make contact with researchers within the group.  This is research@belleek.org.uk.  For 
information on the annual raffle or to buy tickets, email raffle@belleek.org.uk. 
 

CreditsCreditsCreditsCredits    
Photographs:       Paul Ewings, Eddie Murphy, Pat and Paul Tubb, Fergus Cleary, Simon Whitlock, Roy Hollihead and Chris 

Marvell. 
 

Articles by:    Fergus Cleary, Pat and Paul Tubb and Linda and Eddie Murphy. 
 

Other material: Don Clinton, Fergus Cleary, Elaine Ewings, Del Domke, Sandy Rowland, Johanna Purdon and Jean 
Lockington and Jan Golaszewski. 

 

Acknowledgements: Belleek Pottery, Fermanagh County Museum, Belleek website www.belleek.ie., Inform Communications, 
Belfast (www.informcommunications.com), www.legacy.com, in addition, photos are acknowledged in the 
articles where they occur. 

 

FFFForthcoming Eventsorthcoming Eventsorthcoming Eventsorthcoming Events    
14th and 15th July 2012 AGM, Coventry, hosted by Eileen and Bernard Burgham 
 
Autumn meeting:  To be arranged 
 
Christmas Party:   Derbyshire, hosted by Bev and Chris Marvell - details to be arranged. 
 
March 2013:   London: Proposed private viewing at the Victoria and Albert Museum. 
 

Newsletter DeadlinesNewsletter DeadlinesNewsletter DeadlinesNewsletter Deadlines    
Autumn 2012:    Deadline for articles and other material is 1st October 2012. 
 

Cover PicCover PicCover PicCover Picture…ture…ture…ture…  
 

The classic photograph of Willie John Slavin of Belleek Pottery admiring the International Centrepiece.  This item, the largest 
piece that the Pottery ever made, won a gold medal in the 1900 Paris Exhibition for the Pottery.  Fergus Cleary, in his article 
on Belleek Designers in this Newsletter considers the designer of this magnificent creation as well as the history of designers of 
Belleek parian ware from the earliest days of the Pottery up until 1919. 
 
This publication is made on behalf of the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group.  It is dedicated to improving our knowledge and appreciation of Belleek, the Ware and the 
Pottery.  It is not for profit and intended for the members of the Group and those with like interests.  We try to acknowledge and obtain permission for any material or 
images used.  If however you feel that material has been used which breaches your copyright and this causes you a problem, please get in touch with the editor at 
editor@belleek.org.uk and the item will be removed.                                 
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From the Editor…From the Editor…From the Editor…From the Editor…        
Thomas Heatherwick, the artist and architect responsible for the fabulous "Seed Cathedral" at the 2010 Shanghai World 
Expo, has just produced a new design for the London bus.  It was a big ask for his design team to come up with a 
replacement for the iconic 1954 Routemaster double decker that we all identify as one of the symbols of London - the 
new bus would also begin to replace the almost universally hated "bendy-bus", seen on London's streets since 2002 when 
Ken Livingstone brought them in.   
 
The design of these buses seems to have little to do with Belleek but I think there are two ways in which there is a 
connection.  Firstly, Thomas Heatherwick, when interviewed about his new London bus, emphasised that the experiences 
encountered by an inhabitant or visitor to London were vitally important - and more to the point, someone arriving at 
Heathrow (not the world's most elegant or well designed airport) and travelling into central London on the slow, crowded 
and uncomfortable Tube definitely does NOT have a good experience.  Heatherwick was of course making the point that 
good design (which is emphatically absent at Heathrow and on the Piccadilly Line from the airport to the city) is 
absolutely essential if we are to provide this good experience.  With the imminent Olympics, this has become a pressing 
issue, as the hugely increased number of visitors will, it is feared, strain London's transport infrastructure to breaking 
point or beyond... well, we all fervently hope not quite as far as this!   
 
So "visitor experience" is something which we now measure and worry about - it is of course a fancy way of saying that 
we do better if our visitors have a nice time and enjoy themselves.  Belleek Pottery has always been good at providing an 
excellent "visitor experience".  From the earliest days of the Pottery when visitors arriving by train from Enniskillen or by 
boat across Lough Erne would be shown the magnificent building, be conducted around the showroom and be encouraged 
to sign the Visitors Book, the Pottery, along with the village of Belleek, has prided itself in providing a warm welcome 
and friendly hospitality to its visitors.  Today, Patricia McCauley and her team provide an experience which is second to 
none in the Visitors Centre there.  To quote current reviews on Trip Advisor (which rates Belleek Pottery as the number 
two attraction in Fermanagh (The Marble Arch Caves come first) the Pottery visit is "well worth while"... "love this 
place" and "makes mud come alive".  These comments lack some of the precision and elegance of the comments in the 
old Visitors Book but you get the picture - the Pottery is good as a tourist attraction - a pleasant visitor experience... and 
this is very important to the Pottery itself, to the village of Belleek, to County Fermanagh, to Northern Ireland and 
therefore to the UK.  In its own way, it's no less vital that a good impression is created - a good "visitor experience" - than 
it will be with the forthcoming Olympics.  We need the visitors to take a good impression home with them and (in the 
case of London and the Olympics) we have not a little trepidation that some of them won't.  Heatherwick's argument is 
that this is done by design, not just by chance... and of course, he's absolutely right! 
 
The second thing is of course the design itself.  Thomas Heatherwick is a young artist, designer and architect who has 
made a well deserved reputation for being startlingly innovative - sometimes even a bit risky - in his designs: his beautiful 
and stirring 2002 sculpture "B of the Bang", erected in Manchester for that year's Commonwealth Games, involved many 
100 foot steel spikes suspended high in the air, evoking an explosion - one of the spikes later fell to the ground and a 
health and safety conscious Manchester City Council eventually had the sculpture taken down and won £1.7million 
compensation from Heathwick and his associates: the sculpture was beautiful nonetheless.  Heatherwick's 2010 "Seed 
Cathedral" in Shanghai is nothing less than awe inspiring - go and look it up - you will be astounded.  We don't yet know 
if his design for the London bus will be as successful, but maybe it will improve London visitors' experiences.   
 
One thing's for sure: Fergus Cleary, Head of Design at the Pottery has to be a good deal more circumspect and 
constrained in his design thinking than Thomas Heatherwick has the luxury of being.  But again, the parallels are there -  
the aim is to produce beautiful and functional items which people want to own or that enhance their lives.  In Belleek's 
case, the "desire to own" is the key factor: this desire is created firstly by design and then by marketing.  One of the 
strongest elements that made Belleek Pottery successful from its earliest days was a real emphasis on design - and not just 
any design - but quirky, innovative (even risky?) design, design different from anything any other pottery was producing.  
This has continued up to the present day... but after the headline-grabbing early days in the 1860s and 1870s, do we know 
who those designers were?  Probably not - so in this issue of the Newsletter we have an important article by Fergus that 
will fill in some of the gaps in our knowledge.  From the early days of Robert Armstrong's ceaseless experiments made 
possible by a seemingly endless stream of money from David McBirney, to the harsh commercial realities that dominated 
the Pottery's approach after the death of these two founders. 
 
Times are very different now from those heady and exciting early days - but a lot of things have stayed the same, amongst 
them the paramount need, if a venture is to be successful, for good design and providing the very best visitor experience. 
 

                                                    CMCMCMCM    
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News from Belleek PotteryNews from Belleek PotteryNews from Belleek PotteryNews from Belleek Pottery    
Belleek Pottery Launch Titanic Commemorative Plate        30/03/2012 

 

 

Belleek Pottery Titanic 
Commemorative Plate 

 
To Commemorate the 
100th Anniversary of 
the Titanic setting sail 
from Belfast to 
Southampton, Belleek 
Pottery has produced a 
special plate depicting 
the event. 
 

Hand painted by Belleek artist Kevin Carty, the Titanic 
Plate shows the ship at anchor in Belfast Lough prior to 
setting sail on its maiden voyage.  As well as being a full 
time artist at Belleek, Kevin is an accomplished painter in 
oils and he orginally created his Titanic image in oils. Re-
producing the painting on ceramic is a complex process as 
Kevin explains: 
 

"In oil painting you apply the paint in layers but when working 
in ceramic you also have to fire each layer of paint in the kiln to 
over 750 degrees centigrade. The Titanic Plate requires five 
separate firings as it is such a detailed image. Also because 
each plate is hand painted no two are exactly the same which 
makes each a unique work of art"  
 

Kevin Carty with the plate and outside the Pottery. 

Commenting on the decision to produce a Titanic 
Plate, John Maguire, Managing Director Belleek 
Pottery said: 
 

"Although we have no documentary evidence, it is 
very likely that many of the people from Ireland who 
set sail on Titanic for a new life in America, had a treasured piece of Belleek amongst their belongings.  The decision to 
create this commemorative plate was taken in response to the demand from our collectors both locally and 
internationally. The Titanic and the tragedy that befell its passengers and crew, is remembered across the world and we 
felt that it was appropriate in this Centenary year to create something special" 
 

The Titanic plate is available from the pottery or via www.belleek.ie at a price of £350. 
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The Pottery The Pottery The Pottery The Pottery recently recently recently recently made the following announcement...made the following announcement...made the following announcement...made the following announcement...    
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And there then followed...And there then followed...And there then followed...And there then followed...    
 

Belleek Pottery has revealed the special piece they 
have created as the Diamond Jubilee gift from the 
Northern Ireland Executive to Her Majesty the 
Queen.  
 

Right: The Queen's Diamond Jubilee Basket. 
 

An oval fine parian china basket adorned with 
flowers from the Ulster countryside has been 
designed and created by a special team of 
craftspeople at the Co. Fermanagh pottery.  
 

Produced entirely by hand the basket featured flax 
flowers, bluebells, honeysuckle, primroses, fuschia, 
daisies and wild roses.  Hidden amongst the 
flowers are honeybees, ladybirds and dragon flies. 
The basket also features a few of Belleek’s trade 
mark shamrocks and a lucky four leaf clover.  The 
basket was designed by Claire Rowe, modelled by 
Master Craftsman John Doogan and hand painted 
by Rachel Love. 
 

The Northern Ireland Executive presented the gift 
to Her Majesty on 27th June. (See last page) 
 

Right: Designer Claire Rowe, this time with the 
"Queen Elizabeth basket" made to commemorate 
the Queen's visit to the Republic of Ireland in 2011. 
(Pictures courtesy of Inform Communications) 
 

To avoid any confusion here, the basket shown at 
the top of the page is the one that was presented to Her Majesty the Queen on the occasion of her Diamond 
Jubilee when she visited the Lyric Theatre in Belfast on 27th June. 
 

The one in the lower picture, being held by its designer, Claire Rowe (yes, Claire designed both of the baskets), 
is the "Queen Elizabeth basket" made to commemorate the Queen's visit to the South of Ireland last year, in a 
limited edition of 100.  The 100 Queen Elizabeth Baskets were on sale at selected leading giftware retailers 
across Ireland and at www.belleek.ie, at a price of £395.     
 
 

Stop Press: The 2013 BCIS Stop Press: The 2013 BCIS Stop Press: The 2013 BCIS Stop Press: The 2013 BCIS 
ConventionConventionConventionConvention…………    
 
…will be held in Las Vegas, Nevada at the 
Flamingo Hotel and Casino on Thursday 

10th October till Sunday 13th October 2013. 
 
Details are now being sorted out and we will pass 
these on as soon as they are confirmed. 
 
Right: the Flamingo, one of the original hotels on the 
Las Vegas”strip” now spectacularly updated. 
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Group NewsGroup NewsGroup NewsGroup News 

UK Group member Del Domke published the following sad news of a fellow Group member in June: 
 

Liz StillwellLiz StillwellLiz StillwellLiz Stillwell    
I just received the following from Liz Stillwell’s caring daughter Lauresa:  
 

“I realize it has been a while since we have seen each other and most of 
you are probably unaware that Momma's condition had deteriorated quite 
rapidly in the past year. It is with a heavy heart that I must now tell you 
that she is gone.  Thankfully her passing was quick and she was at home 
with me. While her mind was still clear, her body finally succumbed to the 
dementia. She died on May 23rd and per her wishes was cremated so that 
she could be buried with Daddy.  Her memorial service was held on June 
23, 2012 at the Rose Hills Mortuary, Whittier, CA 90601 in the Sky Rose 
Chapel at 1:00 pm. 
           Liz Stillwell, of course with a piece of Belleek. 
 

Del comments: "I first met Liz at a variety of Antique Fairs and remember numerous long distance telephone 
calls with her. My fondest memory was Liz’s comment, to me, that her ultimate accomplishment regarding 
Belleek was to possess, in her collection, one example of every item that Belleek ever produced. That’s 
REALLY a VERY TALL expectation, considering we Belleekers seem to discouver at least one newly 
‘unknown’ Pottery item each year. To one of the finest Belleekers I’ve ever been associated with, R.I.P." 
 
We also received notification from Group member Sandy Rowland of the death of Catherine Roycroft, wife of 
Trevor.  
 

Catherine RoycroftCatherine RoycroftCatherine RoycroftCatherine Roycroft    
    

Catherine died on March 
14th.  Our sympathy and 
support goes out to Trevor. 
 
Catherine and Trevor at 
home 
 

Editor: I have had many long 
and highly entertaining 
conversations with Trevor 
(although to my regret, we 
have never met).  Trevor is an avid contributor to this Newsletter with several excellent articles to his name.  In 
all our conversations, it was abundantly clear that Catherine was constantly in his thoughts.  Trevor is a true 
poet at heart and he chose a simple poem by W.B. Yates as a memorial to his wife. 
 
When You're Old            - William Butler Yates 
 

When you are old and grey  
And full of sleep, 
And nodding by the fire,  
Take down this book, 
And slowly read,  
And dream of the soft look 
Your eyes had once,  
And of their shadows deep; 
 

How many loved your  
Moments of glad grace, 
And loved your beauty  
With love false or true, 
But one man loved  
The pilgrim soul in you, 
And loved the sorrows  
Of your changing face; 
 

And bending down  
Beside the glowing bars, 
Murmur, a little sadly, how love fled 
And paced upon the mountains overhead 
And hid his face among a crowd of stars. 
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Willie MitchellWillie MitchellWillie MitchellWillie Mitchell    
 
We have just been notified that Willie Mitchell, the popular dealer in Belleek, 
based in California, also a member of our Group, died at the end of 2011.  Many 
of us will know Willie and his wife Kathleen very well as they were regular 
attendees of the International Belleek Conventions as "Old Pump Antiques". 
 
William T. Mitchell Born: Oct. 2nd, 1934 in Ballymoney, Northern Ireland 
passed away unexpectedly on Tues. Dec. 20th 2011 of heart failure following 
successful stomach cancer surgery.  Willie was a Master Carpenter for over six 
decades beginning in Northern Ireland and later relocating to work in San 
Francisco.  He was a stickler for doing things right and could be impatient with 
those whose hearts were not in their work. "Mr. Willie" was respected and well 
liked by the many generations of tradesmen he worked beside.  When away 
from work he collected and dealt in antiques; in particular Belleek porcelain.  He enjoyed the history, the 
search, and "making the deal".  He is survived by his wife Kathleen, children: James and Sara, their spouses 
and his grandchildren, extended family and friends. Published in San Francisco Chronicl, December 31, 2011 
 
 
 

Elaine EwElaine EwElaine EwElaine Ewing's Mix and Matching's Mix and Matching's Mix and Matching's Mix and Match    
 
We all seem to have accumulated a few oddments in tea ware (a lonely cup or saucer perhaps) in the hope of 
finding a matching piece in the future.  So, Elaine has suggested (at the Portsmouth meeting, see report) that we 
set up a tea ware matching service and has drafted a ‘Request Form’ for all members (full and associates) to fill 
in and then either email (preferred) or post to her. 
 

The service would be confidential, with Elaine contacting the interested/matched parties so that they could do a 
deal between themselves. 
 

She is not suggesting that these request lists go on the internet (well not yet - perhaps we should ‘walk before 
we run’), but they would be circulated with the newsletter. 
 

This would be a service for the benefit of collectors and should not be seen as an opportunity for dealers. 
Members would have to be trusted and describe items honestly, including condition. 
 

Elaine has reported that she already has interest in this with quite a few items being logged with her – she will 
be giving us more details of these at the AGM - watch this space! 
 
Contact Elaine if you have items for this "mix and match" at mixandmatch@belleek.org.uk. 
 
 

From Jan Golaszewski
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Museum NewsMuseum NewsMuseum NewsMuseum News    
    

Crouching VenCrouching VenCrouching VenCrouching Venus us us us Sculpture Sculpture Sculpture Sculpture is saved is saved is saved is saved 
for the Nation!for the Nation!for the Nation!for the Nation!    
    

The Culture Minister places a temporary export bar on 
significant and rare items.  In this case the item is a 
white marble sculpture dating from 1702 of The 
Crouching Venus. (shown on the right) 
 

The Minister’s rulings follow recommendations by the 
Reviewing Committee on the Export of Works of Art 
and Objects of Cultural Interest, administered by Arts 
Council England.  
 

The sculpture is a rare surviving example of a classical 
subject in marble carved by the Netherlandish sculptor 
John Nost the Elder (d. 1710) working in England.  
 

The good news is that this Version of the Crouching 
Venus has now been saved for the nation at a cost of 
£485,000 which was paid by the V & A. 
 

The Crouching Venus is a Hellenistic model of Venus 
surprised at her bath. Venus crouches with her right 
knee close to the ground, turns her head to the right and, in most versions, reaches her right arm over to her left 
shoulder to cover her breasts.  To judge by the number of copies that have been excavated on Roman sites in 
Italy and France, this variant on Venus seems to have been popular. 

 
A number of examples of the Crouching Venus in prominent collections 
have influenced modern sculptors since Giambologna and have been 
drawn by artists since Martin Heemskerck, who made a drawing of the 
Farnese Crouching Venus that is now in Naples. 

• The Crouching Venus of the Medici collection, noted at Villa 
Medici, Rome, is now at the Uffizi  in Florence. It was engraved 
(with its restored sea-shell) by Paolo Alessandro Maffei, Raccolta 
di statue antiche e moderni…, 1704  

• The Crouching Venus of the Farnese collection of marbles, 
restored with a small Eros who engages the goddess’s attention, is 
now in the Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Naples. It was drawn 
by Martin Heemskerck.  

• The Crouching Venus of the Borghese collection, purchased in 
1807 from Camillo Borghese, now in the Louvre. In the Borghese 
collection it had been freely restored as a Diana, holding her 
hunting bow in her right hand. 

 Vénus Accroupie (Musée du Louvre, Paris) 

Belleek Pottery of course produced its own version of the Crouching Venus - this is discussed further in Fergus 
Cleary's article on Belleek designers, later in this Newsletter. 
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The The The The Spring Meeting in PortsmouthSpring Meeting in PortsmouthSpring Meeting in PortsmouthSpring Meeting in Portsmouth    
    
Hosted by Patricia and Brian Russell  Saturday 24Hosted by Patricia and Brian Russell  Saturday 24Hosted by Patricia and Brian Russell  Saturday 24Hosted by Patricia and Brian Russell  Saturday 24thththth    and Sunday 25and Sunday 25and Sunday 25and Sunday 25thththth    MarchMarchMarchMarch    
    

Saturday 24th March Saturday 24th March Saturday 24th March Saturday 24th March ----    
PortPortPortPortsmouthsmouthsmouthsmouth    
 

On the Saturday we had a free morning 
to explore the historic Portsmouth 
Dockyard (or to do anything else we 
fancied) so Chris and Bev Marvell and 
Fergus Cleary met up to do a serious bit 
of sightseeing. 
 

We did the whole "tourist thing" - we 
toured HMS Warrior, the first ironclad 
warship, although it still had sails to 
augment its coal-fired steam engines. 
 

We also went onboard HMS Victory - 
more famous but her masts undergoing 
restoration - so she was not so 
impressive on this occasion - and she 
had extremely low ceilings: in Nelson's 
day, people must have been smaller - 
Chris kept banging his head.  We also 
took the famous Dockyard tour - by boat 
- to see all the famous ships, the historic 
dockyard and Portsmouth harbour in 
general - it was a lovely warm sunny 
day and it was all very enjoyable. 
 
Top right and right: views of HMS 
Warrior - you can see the Spinnaker 
Tower in the distance in the top picture.. 
 

Bottom right: Bev and Fergus attempt to 
hijack the Warrior. 
 

Below left: there was an awful lot of old 
rope on board... the rope store below 
deck on the Warrior. 
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The domestic arrangements on the Warrior were just as interesting as the ship itself: Top left, we have the 
wonderful cast iron cooking range in the galley; Right we have an interesting water closet (with enlargement 
below - no not Belleek) and on the right is a place setting from the Captain's dining saloon - sorry, this isn't 
Belleek either! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Left: Bev and Fergus again... 
this time in front of HMS 
Victory... they aren't as tall as 
Chris so the limited height of the 
decks on board the Victory didn't 
bother them so much - Nelson's 
flagship was really intriguing to 
walk around and well worth the 
visit - it gives you a real sense of 
the conditions on board. 
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Left: Present day (but apparently old-
fashioned) destroyers in the Naval 
Dockyard 
 
We continued with the impressive 
boat trip round the entire harbour - 
there were an amazing number of 
warships there - even including two 
aircraft carriers, the Ark Royal and 
the Illustrious, these ships are now 
both undergoing decommissioning 
and the Royal Navy for the moment 
has no available carriers at all.  
There were also a couple of new 
secret "stealth" Destroyers (hard to 
detect with radar) in the dockyard, 
undergoing commissioning and sea 
trials.  
 
Left: now this is more like it!  two of 
the newest (top secret) "stealth" 
destroyers which are presently being 
commissioned at Portsmouth (err, 
did I say top secret? I probably 
shouldn't have said any of this... but 
the guide on the harbour tour was 
full of information on these ships - 
foreign spies take note: the harbour 
tour is well worth taking!) 

 
Above: soon to be part of the Royal Navy's past: HMS Illustrious, the 
huge aircraft carrier, awaiting withdrawal from service, 
decommissioning and/or sale to someone else's navy... 
For sale: Aircraft Carrier, one careful owner, not used in war (she 
was not complete in time for the Falklands War)... Any takers? 
 
Right: we heard that there were still a few wrinkles to sort out with the 
stealth destroyers' highly sophisticated radar system, which was still 
being tested in a shore-based establishment atop the cliffs that surround the city of Portsmouth to the north - 
until the radar is working properly they can always use the famous naval standby - signal flags!  This chart was 
on the deck of HMS Warrior and a helpful guide there explained their use and interpretation.  Our meeting on 
the Sunday was held at a fabulous location on top of these same cliffs overlooking the city and the harbour. 
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We met up with Pat, Paul and Patrick Tubb (shown on 
the left) before the next exciting event that had been 
arranged for us by Pat and Brian Russell.  This was our 
visit to the top of the Spinnaker Tower. 

Top right: Elaine and Paul 
Ewings both taking photos. 
 
Middle right: the view... with 
the shadow of the tower. 
 
Above left: Eileen Burgham 
has a nautical duck! 
 
Right: the Spinnaker Tower 
as seen from the harbour 
tour showing Isle of Wight 
ferries and part of the 
Gunwharf Quay development 
(where we stayed, 
sightseeing and shopping, 
until the evening for a 
Chinese meal in a huge 
restaurant there) 
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Top: The obligatory group 
photo - on the viewing platform 
on the top of the tower. 
 
Middle left: Jan Golaszewski 
and Joanna Urbanek in serious 
conversation with Fergus 
Cleary. 
 
Middle right: another view of 
our group on the viewing 
platform. 
 
Bottom: Don't look down!  The 
tower viewing platform has a 
glass floor and you can stand 
on it if you're brave enough! 
Editor: those look like my feet! 
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Portsmouth 
Icons: 
 

The famous 
"Mother 
Kelly's" fish 
and chip shop. 
 

The Spinnaker 
tower by night -  
a great photo 
by Paul 
Ewings. 
 

The tower with 
an old 
figurehead. 
 

...and it was 
Eileen and 
Bernard 
Burgham's 
wedding 
anniversary! 
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Sunday 25th March, Sunday 25th March, Sunday 25th March, Sunday 25th March, at The Churchillianat The Churchillianat The Churchillianat The Churchillian 

Our venue for the Sunday meeting was the 
magnificently located Churchillian Restaurant on the 
high chalk cliffs overlooking Portsmouth itself.   
 

Top: the view from the balcony at the front of the 
Churchillian.  Maire and Francis Kiddle, Joanna Urbanek 
and Jan Golaszewski just arriving. 
 

Middle: the Churchillian itself - we had use of the upstairs 
room and the balcony - truly amazing - the most wonderful 
views and a great room - what more could we ask on this 
lovely sunny day!   Richard and Anne Ireland on the balcony 
 

Bottom Left: Joanna Urbanek, Pat Russell and Maire Kiddle 
taking in the magnificent view 
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Above left: Simon and Melanie Whitlock and Francis Kiddle examining items of Belleek. 
Above right: Jan Golaszewski holding a Raphaelesque boy with shell while Fergus Cleary is explaining how 
Simon and Melanie's unusual Jardiniere must have been created by putting together moulded components from 
other better known pieces. 
 
First there was time for relaxation and conversation, including a good deal of discussion over some interesting 
items of Belleek - including the really unusual and unrecorded jardinière or bowl on a stand brought by Melanie 
and Simon Whitlock.  We then settled down for the meeting when called to order by Pat Russell. 
 

Above left: Bernard and Eileen Burgham and Richard Ireland.   
Right: Maureen and Robin Wootton looking very happy with Georgina Reece in the background, engrossed in 
reading the latest Newsletter. 
Below: Fergus chatting with Julia Reece... Georgina is still otherwise engaged. 

 
Chairman Pat Russell welcomed everyone to the 
meeting, held on a lovely sunny day in a room 
with a beautiful view over the city of Portsmouth. 
We were delighted to see Anne and Richard 
Ireland, and also welcomed Fergus Cleary, head 
designer at Belleek.  Congratulations were 
extended to Eileen and Bernard Burgham on their 
wedding anniversary. 
 
Pat read out the apologies received and reported 
that everything was in hand for the AGM in July.  
The meeting in October was yet to be arranged.  
One suggestion was that it could be held at the 
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Victoria and Albert Museum, to coincide with possible visits to 
Portobello and the affordable art fair.  The Christmas party will once 
again be hosted by Chris and Bev Marvell, and it was confirmed it 
would take place on 1st/2nd December to coincide with a fair at 
Crown Derby.  Suggestions are requested for the optional fancy dress 
theme. 
 
Pat Tubb gave what will probably be her last update on the 
gravestones project, because the stones are now in place. She 
summarised the project, explained how the money was raised, and 
said it is hoped there will be a service of dedication the next time she, 
Paul and Patrick visit New Jersey. 
 
Left: Pat Tubb with her FINAL report on the highly successful 
Potters Gravestones project - see report in the previous Newsletter 
(Issue 33/1 March 2012). 
 
 

 
Pat was the deserved winner of the UK Devotee award for 
2011, which was presented to her by Fergus – a Belleek 
Living vase from the Rose Collection. 
 
 
Right: Fergus presents Pat with the UK Devotee Award... 
 
...go on then, Pat, open the box! 
 
Below: Fergus steadies the vase... Pat: "I never expected 
this!" 
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Next, Fergus gave some news from the Pottery. Another International Centrepiece has been made, using the 
existing 2nd period moulds. John Dougan used pictures to model the particularly intricate flowers. It will have 
sterling silver chains, because the ceramic ones proved impossible to reproduce.  The piece is to sell for a very 
high price!   In January the new Aran dinnerware pattern was introduced.  It has no coloured decoration so is 
dishwasher/oven safe.  The Belleek Living range is selling well, but Shamrock exports to the USA are in 
decline.  The newer designs appeal to the younger generation. Baskets continue to do well. A lot of production 
has returned to Ireland from overseas.  Fergus described the process of choosing new designs. 

 
Elaine Ewings suggested setting up a Tea Ware Matching Service, in 
the hope that Members would be able to find partners for those spare 
cups/saucers, sugars/creamers or even trays.  Full and Associate 
Members can register their items offered and wanted by sending the 
details to Elaine, either by email or using the form sent out with the 
last Newsletter.  If a match is found she will notify both parties; then it 
will be up to them to negotiate a sale or swap. (See Group News in 
this Newsletter for more details of this) 
 
Brian Russell then gave a talk on his research into the Bloomfields and 
Caldwells.  (Editor:  I'm sure Brian will be doing an article on his 
research for the Newsletter... but the research isn't finished yet!) 
 
Left: Elaine outlines her "mix and match" proposal 

 
After this we broke for lunch and of 
course the group photo - this time on the 
balcony outside our meeting room. 
 
Right: Brian Russell addresses the room 
Below: the group photo (minus 
photographer Chris Marvell of course) 
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Above: lunch is served... we try to sort ourselves out for the meal.   Georgina Reece and Joanna Urbanek 
chatting during the lunch break 
 
 

FerFerFerFergugugugus Cleary's Presentation on Belleek Design.s Cleary's Presentation on Belleek Design.s Cleary's Presentation on Belleek Design.s Cleary's Presentation on Belleek Design.    
 

After the lunch break we were treated to a talk by Fergus Cleary on the development of designs at Belleek 
between 1884 and 1919 (this is not quite the second period, but corresponds with the span of the second 
company: the Belleek Pottery Works Co. Limited).  Fergus has provided us with an article for this Newsletter 
which is a comprehensive exposition of the Pottery's history from 1863 up until 1919 from the point of view of 
its designers. 

We were shown the prospectus 
for the newly formed company 
(after the deaths of McBirney 
and Armstrong) and a list of 
the shareholders in 1885, 
which included Fergus's 
grandfather James Cleary.  He 
succeeded Gallimore as head 
modeller and became pottery 
manager in 1886.   
 
On the left, Fergus and on the 
right, James Cleary, his 
grandfather.  Can you see the 
family resemblence?  Editor: 
Maybe it didn't help that 
Fergus posed for this photo 
looking into the bright sun. 
 

Some of the pieces introduced during this period were discussed including, naturally, the Cleary spill and 
Cleary sugar and creamer.  Basket development during 1884–1904, the development of flowered ware in this 
period, the trade mark, the development of tea sets, the introduction of crested souvenir pieces, hand-painted tea 
sets, and earthenware during 1884–1919 were all covered.  
 

Fascinating pictures included some old photographs of the pottery workers.  The Irish Arts and Crafts 
Movement of 1888 to 1910 had a special interest in Celtic art forms. Further designs were developed during 
1904–1919, but the lack of investment, the First World War and the limited availability of materials led to the 
company being sold in 1919 for £10,000. 
 

Editor: See the article later in this Newsletter. 
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The Bring and TellThe Bring and TellThe Bring and TellThe Bring and Tell    
 
The subject was 'What the Dickens is it?', to celebrate 200 years since the birth of Charles Dickens in 
Portsmouth. 

Chris Marvell (left) brought a magnificent Belleek bust 
of Dickens (which was sculpted by Gallimore) merely 
to oversee the proceedings, rather than to take part in 
the competition. 

  

Joanna Urbanek (right) showed an attractive Lennox 
cup with gilt decoration bought at a silent auction. 
Research revealed that the quotation it bears is from 
Hamlet. 

 
Jan Golaszewski (left) reminisced about the time, 
around 20 years ago, that some of the UK group went 
digging at the Pottery tip. He brought along an 
earthenware piece that had been dug up, which at first 
was a mystery.  It turned out to be the base of an 
earthenware "ring dish" which is thought to be for 
cheese... the item was later given back to him by 
Christine McCormack. 
 
 
 
Francis Kiddle 
(right) had an 
interesting 
box decorated 
with a print of 
Queen 
Victoria's first 
visit to Ireland 
in 1849 (left).   
 
It contained 
ten more 
small boxes.   
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We were asked "What are they?" Answer: needle boxes. 
 

Francis's mystery item is shown on the right: 
ten little needle boxes. 

 
Paul Ewings (left) 
showed a second period 
Belleek fluted dish. It 
appears that a round 
dish has been squeezed 
to form a square one.  
His question was not 
What the Dickens but 
Why the Dickens? 
 
 
 

Simon Whitlock (left) spotted an earthenware plate up for 
auction while on holiday in Ireland. He left a bid, but in true 
Irish fashion was allowed to buy it there and then. 
 
Fergus did 
the judging 
honours and 
chose Paul 
as the 
winner.   
 
Here's Paul 
(right) with 
his prize... a 
mystery box 
of goodies! 
 

The usual gifts were 
presented, including a 
souvenir of the Spinnaker 
Tower to Patrick Tubb. 
 

Charles Dickens looks on 
as Patrick and Fergus 
receive their gifts from 
Pat. 

I think we can safely say that a good 
time was had by all. 
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The Belleek Pottery 155th Anniversary WeekendThe Belleek Pottery 155th Anniversary WeekendThe Belleek Pottery 155th Anniversary WeekendThe Belleek Pottery 155th Anniversary Weekend    
 

By Eddie By Eddie By Eddie By Eddie & Linda & Linda & Linda & Linda MurphyMurphyMurphyMurphy    
 
On the evening of June the 14th  Linda and I attended a 
special sale at the Belleek Pottery for friends and family 
to celebrate the 155th anniversary of the founding of the 
factory. There was wine and excellent food and a special 
cake to celebrate the occasion. 
 
Next day was the Northern Ireland Group’s A.G.M. held 
at the ‘Customs House’ pub/restaurant in Belcoo hosted 
by Roy and Rose Hollihead. After lunch it was the 
A.G.M., business was dealt with very quickly and then 
Fergus Cleary gave us an excellent talk on Belleek 
Design -  significant developments 1863-2012 [Ed: see 
Fergus’s article in this newsletter]. 
 

 
The Northern Ireland Group holding their A.G.M. at the Customs House 
 
Then it was time for us all to visit Roy and Rose’s home in Belcoo with breathtaking views inside (their Belleek 
collection) and out (the views across their garden to the lake). We enjoyed some lovely homemade cake and a 
cup of tea whilst trying to take in all the wonderful pieces of their collection. Alas then time to go home after 
another great day out. 
 

Roy and Rose’s display cabinets and the view 
from their garden 
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A lovely Prince of Wales Centrepiece and 
Celtic items in the collection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following day, on Saturday, it was back to the Pottery because I am a radio amateur and had been asked to 
run a special event station called ‘Museums on the Air’. This is a special event run every year by the Radio 
Society of Great Britain otherwise known as RSGB. Unfortunately radio band conditions were not good and I 
only managed to make a few radio contacts so I would be back on the next day to have another go. 
 
Again on Sunday the band conditions were not good due to many 
mass ejections from the sun (solar flares) which affects ham radio 
transmission and reception.  What I could have done with was an 
Aurora Borealis which would have given better atmospheric 
conditions for the radio bands, but I did manage to get contacts from 
Spain, France, and even America, plus Italy and Germany, so it was 
not all disappointing.  Hopefully next time will be better. The first 
time I did the special event at Belleek was 2 years ago when I was 
averaging 45 calls an hour for stations all over the world.  Well you 
win some and you lose some, this time I did not do that badly but it 
could have been a lot better. 
 
My radio equipment on the dashboard!  

 
Even my big antenna was not enough to combat the atmospheric conditions...  
Note my new wheel cover with Belleek logo!
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Belleek Designers 1863Belleek Designers 1863Belleek Designers 1863Belleek Designers 1863----1919191919191919    
    

by Fergus Clearyby Fergus Clearyby Fergus Clearyby Fergus Cleary    
 
 

I have always been fascinated by the story of Belleek’s designs and how the Belleek design style evolved and I 
am particularly interested in who the people were who designed or who modelled the hundreds of pieces made 
since 1863. 
 
The date 1863 is given as the date Belleek began manufacturing. This pre-supposes that many of the 
preparations for production were in place by that time. Designers and modellers would have had to begin their 
work sometime before the actual date of production. 
 
From the outset it is important to understand that designers do not always model or sculpt their designs. It was 
usual that the factory modellers made the initial prototypes or models from other designers’ drawings.  Of 
course in many instances modellers also designed pieces. 
 

Early Designers: Early Designers: Early Designers: Early Designers: William Wood GallimoreWilliam Wood GallimoreWilliam Wood GallimoreWilliam Wood Gallimore    
 

When Robert Armstrong set about gathering his core group of skilled pottery 
craftsmen he included in his list the sculptor and modeller William Wood 
Gallimore.  
 

Many of the nucleus of skilled men came from the firm of Goss & Peake 
including William Gallimore and William Bromley. The latter may have 
recruited the core group of artisans for Armstrong. William Bromley 
subsequently became head of the Parian section in the Pottery until he left in 
1883.  

Right: Goss & Peake 
version of Dickens 
modelled by 
Gallimore 
 
Left: Belleek Version of Dickens,  also by W.W. 
Gallimore 
 
While working for Goss & Peake, Gallimore sculpted 
many busts and figurines including one of Charles 
Dickens (shown here). This was similar in many ways 
to the bust of Charles Dickens that he later produced for 
Belleek. However one has to wonder if he alone 
extended his talents to modelling all the bowls, cups 
and plates necessary for the mainstream production of a 
fledgling pottery, or was he solely a figure modeller. 
  
Simple earthenware bowl, mug and plate shapes could 
be bought from other potteries and it is likely that this is 
what Armstrong would have done, perhaps initially 
facilitated by William Henry Kerr (1823 – 1879), who 
may also have sold shape designs no longer required by 
his firm of  W.H. Kerr & Co. of Worcester (Kerr & 
Binns).  
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Detail of the 
Belleek block mould 
for the bust of 
Dickens with 
Gallimore's name 
applied to it.  It 
says in script: 
"W.W. Gallimore 
Sc." and on another 
pad: "Belleek 
Fermanagh" 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Whether this transfer of shapes continued to happen after Kerr left Worcester in 1862 and his partnership with 
R.W. Binns was dissolved can only be speculated upon, although Armstrong certainly continued a 
correspondence with Binns after 1863 (R.W. Armstrong diaries).  

 

However as Chris Marvell explains in his article on The Worcester and Dublin connection, UK Belleek 
Collectors Group Newsletter, October 2005, Belleek had already been given much help by William Kerr with 
the initial trials on the Castlecaldwell feldspar, buying feldspar for the Worcester factory from Belleek and, 
after 1862, acting as the Dublin sales agent for the fledgling pottery. 

 

There were many projects in progress in those early years including dust pressing, tiles, teapot stands and 
telegraph insulators. They were also making useful and decorative domestic wares. It all does seem a great deal 
of work for one man to do and it is unlikely that Gallimore could have produced all these as well as the many 
shapes in Parian in the initial three years he spent in Belleek from 1863 to 1866.  
 

It is more likely that Gallimore was involved solely in the design and modelling of Parian or “ornamental 
wares” and that there were other qualified modellers brought to Belleek or employed elsewhere by the Pottery 
to produce the many earthenware and stoneware designs. 
 

Joseph Astley, who succeeded Gallimore as head modeller with Goss’s after 1881, is listed in the Belleek 
Parish register as living in Belleek with his wife Caroline Smith when his son John William Astley was born on 
the 8th March 1870. His brother Richard was also living in Belleek with his wife Aurelia Ashe and their son was 
born on the 24th June 1870. Perhaps Richard too was a modeller. Did Joseph Astley accompany Gallimore in 
1863 and remain on afterwards, or did he come to Belleek in 1866 to replace Gallimore as head of the 
Ornamental design section? 

 

The article in the “Art Journal” written about the new pottery in Belleek and dated 1869, indicates that there 
were now more than the fourteen skilled Staffordshire men who initially came to Belleek in 1863,  

 
“There are now employed at the works about One hundred and eighty hands including twenty-seven 
“imported” artisans under whose instruction the rising generation of Belleek are acquiring a knowledge of the 
several avocations in which they are engaged.” 
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The earliest Belleek The earliest Belleek The earliest Belleek The earliest Belleek     parian deparian deparian deparian designs and the signs and the signs and the signs and the "Old Block N"Old Block N"Old Block N"Old Block Numbering umbering umbering umbering SSSSystemystemystemystem""""    
 
It had been thought that perhaps the Pottery began initially by producing earthenware and industrial ceramics 
but it would seem that Parian was been made right from the start.  It seems that as well as training the local 
apprentices, the skilled Staffordshire workers were making Parian figurines and busts. 
 
This early production of Parian also seems likely from the evidence of the discovery of a numbering system 
used to log the early Belleek designs. 
 
This was discovered by chance when we began to sort out and log our “Design Mould Archive” in the Pottery. 
It was found that there were certain moulds with the word “Block” followed by a number scratched into the 
plaster of Paris.  Different pieces with the same number corresponded with the different parts of a figurine or 
shape.  The sequential numbering seems to end with the number 188.  The block mould for Gallimore's Bust of 
Dickens, illustrated on the previous page is number 102.  The system seems to comprise entirely of Parian 
design pieces as, to date, the logging of no earthenware or stoneware designs have been found.  The busts of 
William Shakespeare and John Wesley have the date “June 1865” written on their block moulds and are 
respectively numbered as block 23 and 24 in the numbering system, further suggesting that numbers below 
“23” may pre-date June 1865.   
 
Evidence of this possible timeline is also backed up by the twelve pieces bought from the Dublin china shop, 
James Kerr and Son (then run by W.H. Kerr) in April 1868 by the London Museum of Practical Geology, as 
most of these items are identified in the old block mould system, confirming that these designs were in 
existence by 1868.  The highest identified number in this collection is the “Dolium Shell”, Block number 34. 
 

 
 
The Dolium Shell and 
Block number 34 - the 
mould used to produce it.  
This piece is a single 
extremely large shell. 
 
 
 

 
The “Art Journal” also refers to the fact that when their reporter visited the pottery that some designs were not 
completed. 
 
“We can however, with some degree of accuracy, represent the forms of the principle objects as yet produced 
by this most promising manufactory. That which graces our first page is the grounds-basin of a tea-service, 
commissioned by the Queen and not yet, indeed, completed. The engraving is from a drawing.” 
 

The piece pictured at the start of this 1869 article is an 
Echinus bowl and the Echinus design was registered in 
September 1869.  Although we have not found a 
corresponding block number for the Echinus grounds basin, 
or slop bowl as it was later named, the Echinus cream jug is 
Block “73”and the Echinus teapot is Block “76” which 
indicates that by the time the Art Journal article was written 
they had not yet modelled this piece and reached these 
particular block numbers. 
 
Echinus Grounds basin (Slop Bowl),  Art Journal 1869 
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Robert Robert Robert Robert Williams Williams Williams Williams Armstrong and Anne Langley Nairn as designersArmstrong and Anne Langley Nairn as designersArmstrong and Anne Langley Nairn as designersArmstrong and Anne Langley Nairn as designers    
 
Robert Armstrong and his wife Anne Langley Nairn were both artistic and it has been suggested that Anne 
designed many of the pieces based on marine subjects. The Dictionary of Irish Artists by Walter Strickland 
1913 gives the following biography for Anne Langley Nairn: 
 
"Daughter of George Nairn, A.R.H.A, (q.v.). She exhibited landscapes at the Royal Hibernian Academy from 
1844 to 1847. In 1848 she became the wife of Robert William (sic) Armstrong, an architect in Dublin, who 
became connected with the pottery at Belleek, Co. Fermanagh. The success of that factory owed much to his 
efforts and to the artistic influence of his wife, who designed the floral and other decorations of fish, shells, etc., 
which were a conspicuous feature in the early productions of the factory." 
 

The first designs registered by Belleek at 
the Patents Office in London date from 
October 1868. Robert Armstrong is named 
as the designer in the drawing for the 
Echinus Dejuener Set registered eleven 
months later in September 1869. This is 
the only registered design he claims credit 
for and it is interesting to note that the 
design is based on the shell of the Echinus 
esculentus, or common sea urchin, the 
very sort of subject matter believed to be 
the interest of his wife Anne! 
 
 
 
Highly decorated Echinus dejeuner set, 
with "eggshell" cups and saucers, 
designed by Robert / Anne Armstrong. 
 
 
 
It has been suggested that her husband 
taking the design credit was a result of the 
then existing property rights being a 
husband’s rather than a wife’s. Perhaps 
they collaborated on many of these early 
designs and their work intermingled.  

 
 
 
 
Shell pattern dejeuner set - another 
naturalistic marine theme typical of the 
Pottery's early designs. 
 
 

 
The designs registered by Belleek were obviously ones that Belleek wanted to protect from being copied by 
other potteries.  They were probably the designs conceived of by Robert Armstrong or his wife Anne Langley 
Nairn. Armstrong commissioned Parian designs from outside Belleek and we know of some of the designers 
from a variety of sources. 
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The Rev. Halahan DunbarThe Rev. Halahan DunbarThe Rev. Halahan DunbarThe Rev. Halahan Dunbar    
In Miss Jenks' unpublished manuscript (Subsequently published as 
the "Corrigan Manuscript" by the Los Angeles BCIS chapter) 
produced sometime in the late 1950s she names the Reverend 
Halahan Dunbar as the designer of the Group of Greyhounds and 
these are numbered as 7 for the Group of Greyhounds with 8 as the 
reclining pair of Greyhounds and 9 as the sitting pair of Greyhounds 
in the “Old Block Numbering System”, suggesting that these were 
very early Parian production.  
 

Halahan Dunbar was the Church of Ireland curate in Belleek from 
1865 to 1868 and prior to this served as curate in the neighbouring 
parish of Inishmacsaint. He is also listed as a member of the Masonic 
Lodge formed by Robert Armstrong. He emigrated to Australia in 
1869 travelling as an escort to his soon to be married sister.  He 
moved subsequently to New Zealand arriving in time to take part in a 
gold rush! He moved again in 1879 to Sonoma, California and is 
listed as being a farmer in the 1900 census and died there in 1904. 
 

Reverend Halahan Dunbar 
1821-1904 
 

  

Above: Sitting greyhounds (Block 
mould number 9) 
 

Left: Belleek group of greyhounds 
(Block mould number 7) 
 

It is not known if he designed any 
other pieces during his time in Belleek 
but the following extract from a letter 
written to the Sonoma County Coroner 
by his friend Mr Jenkins, taken from 
an article in the Press Journal dated 
17th November 1904, intriguingly 
suggests that he did design other 
pieces for Belleek: 

 
“That the deceased was a graduate of the famous Trinity College, Dublin, and took his degree of Bachelor of 
Arts from that university. He was also proficient in Greek and Hebrew and other tongues. He was once 
prominent in fraternal life, and was a member of an old and distinguished family in the old country. He was an 
artist in modelling pottery, and some of his artwork, Mr Jenkins says, found its way and was considered almost 
priceless in the palaces of the late Queen Victoria. The late pioneer James Marshall of this city [line obscured] 
and purchased some of the pottery modelled by the late Mr Dunbar from the famous Belleek pottery. Mr 
Jenkins, who did what he could for his old friend after ravages overtook him, will now endeavour to have his 
remains moved and interred in the Jenkins plot in the cemetery." 
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GallimorGallimorGallimorGallimore's return to Belleek and James Clearye's return to Belleek and James Clearye's return to Belleek and James Clearye's return to Belleek and James Cleary    
 
William Wood Gallimore returned to Stoke in 1866 and according to Adeline Goss’s book on the life of her 
father William Henry Goss, he returned to work for Goss’s, remaining there until he went to the United States 
in 1881. He in fact left sometime after 1884 to work for the Ceramic Art Company.  Contradicting this, in his 
study on William Gallimore, Paul Tubb suggests that he in fact returned to Belleek in the early 1870s (The Life 
of William Wood Gallimore, UK Belleek Collectors' Group Newsletter No. 27/1, March 2006).  This possibly 
coincides with the work being assembled for the 1872 Dublin exhibition, where Belleek planned to show just 
how far it had come along in the nine years since manufacturing began. 
 
It may have been at this time that William Gallimore lost his right arm while out hunting in the townland of 
Graffy just outside Belleek. Adeline Goss refers to it that whilst Gallimore was back in Stoke in the 1870s she 
and her father visited his workshop at his home. She remarks in her notes: 
 
 “I was charmed to see things of beauty grow under his magic touch. He never appeared to take any care but a 
lovely form or perfect portrait would grow out of a series of hurried and apparently careless dabs with tools at 
the wet clay.  In these days Wm Gallimore worked entirely with his left hand for while in Ireland, during the 
time he was at the Belleek Works, he lost his right arm through a gun accident. It was feared at the time, that 
the loss of this limb would also result in the loss of his artistic talent, but contrary to all expectations, he 
seemed gifted with a greater power than before, and modelled his best work with his left hand." 
 

Cleary family tradition says that after 
Gallimore’s accident, James Cleary, 
who had entered the pottery in 1867 as 
an apprentice presser aged 13, was sent 
to assist Gallimore and was latterly 
trained by him as a modeller. The 
“design for a spill vase” registered in 
October 12th 1869 was probably 
modelled by James Cleary, perhaps as 
an exam piece, as it was subsequently 
named the “Cleary Spill” 
 
Paul Tubb's article would lend support 
to this version of events. 
 
 

Registered Design drawing for a “Spill Vase”, later known as the Cleary Spill 
 

William Boyton KirkWilliam Boyton KirkWilliam Boyton KirkWilliam Boyton Kirk    
 
The allegorical piece “Hibernia awakens from her slumbers” or the “Figure 
of Erin” is listed as one of the main display pieces shown at the Dublin 
“Exhibition of Arts, Industries and Manufacturers” in 1872. 

 
However it remains a paradox why, if Belleek assembled such an 
impressive display of Parian statuary, as well as Compotes, 
Earthenware, Semi vitreous china and others, that they didn’t win any 
awards at this presentation?  This might suggest that some of the pieces 
were shown before 1872 and not new. 

 
                                                                                    William Boyton Kirk 
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The Figure of Erin or “Hibernia Awakens from Her Slumbers” was designed and sculpted by William Boyton 
Kirk.  The piece depicts a young maiden, “Erin or Hibernia” unveiling a vase with the script on its base 
“Belleek Pottery”.  Thus Ireland was unveiling to the world the work of Belleek Pottery. Kirk and Armstrong 
undoubtedly knew each other from Armstrong’s time working at the rebuilding of parts of the Kerr & Binns 
Worcester pottery in the 1850s. 
 
William Boyton Kirk was the son of a famous Dublin sculptor Thomas Kirk (1781-1845) He studied sculpture 
at the Royal Dublin Society and exhibited at the Royal Academy 1848-57. 
 

 
Above: three figures, all sculpted by W.B. Kirk for W.H. Kerr and Co. (Kerr and Binns):  Comedy and 
Tradgedy, two figures that accompanied the 1853 Shakespeare Service and Lady Macbeth, circa 1855, in 
glazed parian, unusually decorated with gilt and a black/bronze effect - a similar type of decoration was later 
offered by Belleek on some of their figures and other major pieces. 
 
Kirk worked for Kerr & Binns of Worcester between 1852 and 1860, designing and sculpting many well-
known pieces such as “Tragedy” and “Comedy” (see above).  In 1860 he entered the Ministry of the Church of 
England becoming a vicar of Holy Trinity, Birkenhead and later of St. Peter's, Ashton-under-Lyne.  As a 
clergyman he was noted for his fiery sermons and strong Christian beliefs and attracted a large congregation.   
 
In the “Dictionary of Irish Artists 1913” his biography states that he sculpted several figures—"Erin," "Winter," 
"Summer," etc., for the Belleek works. The biography further states that: 
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 “After his ordination he occasionally did some busts, including "Lord James Butler," "Dr. Ellicot, Bishop of 
Gloucester"; "Dr. Ryle, Bishop of Liverpool," and a figure of "Jael," his last work exhibited in Dublin. 
 
He was author of "The Immaculate Conception; or the Martyrs of Santiago"; "The Sailor's Complaint"; "The 
Martyrs of Antioch," and other poems, and of "The Antiquities of Ashton-under-Lyne and Neighbourhood." He 
married in 1853 Sarah Watson Mahony, daughter of Denis Fitzgerald Mahony, of Co. Limerick.” 
 
He remained an associate of the Royal Hibernian Academy until he resigned his associateship in 1873, and on 
the 11th October of that year was made an Honorary Member. 
 
In the Block mould numbering system the figure of Erin is numbered “133” signifying that this piece was made 
much later than 1869 and as such would fit into it being received by Belleek around 1872.  The pieces Winter & 
Summer are unknown and so far undiscovered.  Perhaps he made these for some other pottery? 
 

 
Above, John Caldwell Bloomfield & Lord James Butler. (Picture courtesy of Fermanagh County Museum) and 
Kirk's bust of Lord James Butler which you can see is an extremely good likeness. 
 
The bust of Lord James Butler, Block No 103, referred to above has been attributed to being sculpted by the 
wife of Lord James Butler, Lady Rachel Evelyn Russell, daughter of John Russell, sixth Duke of Bedford but 
the reference above to W.B. Kirk sculpting it does seem more likely.  
 
William Boyton Kirk died at Ashton-under-Lyne on 5th July 1900.  
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Giovanni FontanaGiovanni FontanaGiovanni FontanaGiovanni Fontana    
 
David McBirney was the financial backer of the Belleek Pottery and 
undoubtedly he willingly bankrolled the enterprise during those formative 
years. Thus Robert Armstrong was able to experiment on clay bodies and 
glazes while employing leading artists to provide spectacular pieces. 
 

Perhaps one of the grandest was the Prisoner of Love sculpted by Giovanni 
Fontana. 
 

The Belleek “Prisoner of Love” stands over 26” tall and depicts a pensive 
young woman in classical style bound in chains of flowers. The figure 
portrays unrequited love, which holds one captive and preoccupied with 
the thoughts of one’s true love. At her feet stand two loving doves acting in 
contrast to the sadness of the young maiden.  Fontana was an Italian 
sculptor and water colourist born in Cararra, in the province of Tuscany, 
Italy in 1821.  
 

Cararra has been famous for its marble quarries and as a centre for the 
creation of marble sculptures since Roman times. There the young 
Giovanni won a gold medal at the Cararra Academy and was awarded a 
scholarship to study in Rome. Giovanni Fontana politically aligned himself 
with Garibaldi, the Italian revolutionary but after the failure of the 
revolution of 1848 he came to live in England.  

 

 
Right: the full size marble statue 
of the Prisoner of Love by 
Giovanni Fontana Reproduced 
with permission from the Caird 
Collection, McLean Museum, 
Greenock, Glasgow. 
 
Left: The Belleek version 
produced in 2009. 
 
Fontana set up his studio in London, regularly exhibiting at the Royal 
Academy, the New Watercolour Society and other institutions 
between 1852 and 1886. In 1856 he exhibited the marble figurine, the 
“Prisoner of Love” and soon afterwards, as was the trend at that time, 
he offered for sale a model of the figure for ceramic reproduction. The 
marble figurine later became part of the “Caird Collection” and is 
now in the McLean Museum and Art Gallery in Greenock, Scotland. 
Prior to 1872 Armstrong bought the rights to produce a Parian version 
of this figurine. 
 
The pantograph, an invention by Benjamin Cheverton patented in 
1844, made the scaling down of marble figurines much simpler. This 
device was used extensively to reproduce figurines and busts from the 
mid-nineteenth century onwards. Cheverton controlled the output of 
the machine until his death in 1876. Afterwards similar machines 
were advertised and sold to the trade. 
 

Giovanni Fontana displayed his sculptures at many exhibitions during 
his career and exhibited at the International Exhibition of Arts and 
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Manufactures in Dublin in 1865, displaying two marble sculptures of David playing a harp and of a young girl 
smelling a rose. Perhaps he met Robert Armstrong in Dublin, who was also there, showing for the first time 
products made at the Belleek Pottery, and where Belleek would win their first gold medal.  
 

It is not known exactly when Belleek first made the Prisoner of Love but it is listed as part of the Belleek 
display at the Dublin Exhibition of 1872 and this imposing figurine formed the centrepiece of the Belleek 
exhibits. 
 

The bust of Sorrow is a larger version of the same head 
belonging to the Prisoner of Love and more than likely this 
piece was also bought from Fontana. To add to the intrigue 
The Prisoner of Love is not numbered in the block mould 
system but the Bust of Sorrow is, number 104! 
 
 
Left: Bust of Sorrow 
 
 
 
 

 
Other designs bought by Armstrong included the 
figurines Meditation and Affection, sculpted in the 
classical style by Jean-Jacques Pradier (1790 –
1852), a Swiss born French sculptor best known for 
his work in the neo classical style. These pieces 
were not exclusive to Belleek and a number of other 
potteries including Goss made versions of these 
figurines. 
 
 

Right: the "Lely Venus", a marble statue of the 
crouching Venus from the 2nd century A.D. brought 
to England by Sir Peter Lely and now to be seen in 
the British Museum. 
 
 
Another example of this is the “Crouching Venus” based on an ancient classical Greek figure, designed by John 
Flaxmann (1755-1826).  The firm of Josiah Wedgwood also made a version of this piece. The Belleek version 
of the figure is distinctive with Venus crouching on a base, styled like a rocks surrounded by foaming water, 
similar to the base of the Figure of Erin.  
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William William William William 
HenshallHenshallHenshallHenshall    
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Group of 
Belleek workers 
on a day out, 
circa 1890.  
William 
Henshall is 
third from the 
left in the 
middle row. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
William Henshall came to Belleek in 1867 and 
introduced the art of basket and flower making.  
The craft was already being used by other English 
potteries notably at Derby (Stevenson and 
Hancock) and W. H. Goss. It is not known at which 
pottery Henshall learned his craft but as Paul Tubb 
has indicated in his study on William Henshall (UK 
Belleek Collectors’ Group Newsletter 26/3 October 
2005), Henshall travelled back and forth between 
Belleek and Stoke until he finally settled in Belleek 
in the late 1880s.  
 
 
 

 
Above: Henshall Twig basket, small size. 
 
Right: Round covered basket 
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Robert Armstrong's Sanitary Ware.Robert Armstrong's Sanitary Ware.Robert Armstrong's Sanitary Ware.Robert Armstrong's Sanitary Ware.    
 
Robert Armstrong, as well as striving to build the reputation of Belleek on the artistic and expensive Parian 
China side of the business, was from the 1870s onwards developing and producing large scale sanitary wares 
such as toilet bowls, basins and sinks. The developments in sanitary plumbing by Thomas Crapper in 1861 set 
the trend for the wealthy to install bathrooms and toilets into their homes. 
 

 
 
Belleek Pottery 
advertisement 
from the Pottery 
Gazette, 1st 
January 1883.  
This shows the 
emphasis on 
sanitary ware, 
some of which 
was designed 
and patented by 
Armstrong. 
 
 
 

 
Belleek made a variety of types of sanitary wares, some very decorative in style, to appeal to this market.  As 
well as these developments Armstrong was also experimenting with making bone china that was becoming the 
popular form of white chinaware from the 1880s onwards. 
 
Belleek won its second Gold medal in Melbourne, Australia in 1880 and the reputation of the pottery was going 
from strength to strength. 
 
 

The death of David McBirneyThe death of David McBirneyThe death of David McBirneyThe death of David McBirney    
 
All this came crashing down with the death of David McBirney in October 1882.  He had spent a considerable 
amount of money financing the venture, estimated at £40,000 and whatever profits were made were ploughed 
back into the venture.  Robert Armstrong was a perfectionist and he deemed that the pottery would sell no 
“seconds”.  Local lore tells that he would order a whole kiln of ware to be dumped in the Erne and broken if the 
firing of a particular piece went badly.  Perhaps his artistic side overruled his business sense and it seems likely 
that by this time the pottery was not making money. 
 
Sir Charles Cameron carried out some of the initial trials into the Castlecaldwell clay and Feldspar and was a 
contributor to the “China Wars” series of correspondence in “Saunders Newsletter” in 1855.  Writing many 
years later (1913) in a book called “Reminiscences of Sir Charles Cameron” he remarks that:  
 
“Most of the money which founded the Belleek factory was provided by the late David McBirney of McBirney & 
Collis’ firm, Aston Quay. It was not a profitable enterprise and Mr. McBirney lost heavily by it.” 
 
The loss of an indulgent owner and the wishes of his brother and heir, William McBirney, to sell the pottery put 
the whole venture into jeopardy.  The uncertainty surrounding these events must have led to William Bromley’s 
departure in 1883 to work alongside his son William at the Ott & Brewer Pottery in Trenton New Jersey. 
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Unfortunately there can be no doubt that these events and the legal wrangles that followed put an intolerable 
strain on Robert Armstrong.  He died in February 1884, just over a year after the death of his partner.  This then 
cleared the way for the executors to sell the Pottery.  Between February and September 1884 the Pottery closed, 
leading many more of the skilled workers to leave. 
 

The new company is formed.The new company is formed.The new company is formed.The new company is formed.    

 
Above: Prospectus of the newly formed Belleek Pottery Works Company Limited, 1884. 
 
The Pottery was bought in September 1884 by a group of businessmen from the south Donegal area and they 
issued a share option for 10,000 shares at £1 each;  ten shillings to be paid down on purchase of each share with 
the remainder to be held in reserve unless called upon at some time in the future.  A number of people working 
in the Pottery became shareholders but the main holding was that of Robert Sweeney who became chairman of 
the board.  The other board members were also major shareholders. The Pottery was renamed the “Belleek 
Pottery Works Company” In the prospectus issued by the company they state that they bought the company for 
4,500 pounds... one tenth of its value! 
 
The new owners also compensated Mrs Armstrong for her late husband’s patents and designs but only after she 
won an injunction preventing the sale of the Pottery in July of that year. 
 
The new owners planned to run the concern on different lines to the previous company. Their aims and 
objectives were simple: to put the venture on a firm footing and make a steady return on the investment with the 
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minimum of expenditure. Initially they planned to concentrate on the production of earthenware and sanitary 
wares that they perceived as more popular and appealing to the ordinary people. 
 
A new manager Joshua Poole was appointed and instructed to set in motion the plans to reduce costs and put 
the business on a firmer footing. 

List of Shareholder May 1885. Pottery employees, including James, Edward and Patrick Cleary along with 
several others, took the opportunity to acquire a small number of shares in the new company. 
 
All experimental developments such as the production of bone china were stopped to reduce costs and all the 
expensive decorations such  “Bronze” and “Raphaelesque” on figurines that took several firings were dropped.  
 
A number of the more skilled and higher wage earners, including all the engravers, were paid off. Their places 
could be taken by apprentices who would cost less to employ. 
 
The following is a letter written by William Gallimore in 1884 to James Cleary (shown on the following page).   
 
James Cleary had taken charge of the modelling department when Gallimore returned to Stoke-on-Trent  
sometime after 1874, and this letter gives some insight into what was happening at the time.   
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In the letter Gallimore refers to ”shit pans” likely refers to the sanitary ware development by the late Robert 
Armstrong and may infer that the Pottery was intending to continue to concentrate on its development.  Of 

          Prospect Terrace  
                                                                              Hanley  
                                                                                      Dec 10th 84 
Mr James Cleary    
 
Dear James 
                   For some time neither you nor myself have been bothered with writing to each other, now I am 
the first to write. I must begin to tell you I have had a letter from Mr Poole your manager asking me to send 
some designs for your Parian department with the intention of having them modelled here. I intend doing 
some. I am doing most of the figure and monumental in this district, with my own hand. I also employ 
assistance for the plain modelling which is done, from my designs and under my supervision. I have now £80 
worth of work under hand and doing better than ever I did in my life. I am happy to tell you. So much about 
myself + now about Belleek - I must begin with advice, you cannot possibly compete with the potteries in the 
manufacture of useful ware or common goods- you must devote all your attentions in bringing out 
specialities for the ornamental department such as Candelabra, Chargers, Figures – Plaques, Vases- 
Jardinières- indeed something important I am doing now for manufacturers here some life sized animals 
such as a St Bernard dog and now don’t you think such things would suit Belleek (made in terracotta or any 
common body painted naturally) better than those horrid shit-pans I think so, I think I might work any thing 
up here and send it over to you, in clay you could cut it down and look it over for the mould makers which 
would save the expense of moulding here and you could see the actual model 
. 
I am only suggesting this to you thinking you have some interest in the place + should not like you to loose 
any money- now you know that you have had very few new things for your ornamental department since I 
left, consequently all you have are old, in the market you will have to make another good show and keep it 
up continually with new things then dealers will look out for them you may depend, they are always after 
something new that’s their business – I should like Belleek Pottery to prosper and I think it will properly 
looked after and not ruled with an iron hand. Irish people do not like it and will not do their duty under it. 
Neither would I. - have trustworthy men and put trust in them then you will have duty done, kick pants of the 
factory no good man will work to it, pardon me making these few suggestions to you I have done all in good 
spirit + good feeling towards the Belleek Pottery and its people. 
 
 I am not only modelling and designing but continually bringing out novelties in Potting such as Bended 
ware – the new pierced ware done with stamps- The new Incised ware- and that old ruffed ware, that sold so 
well- I am the inventor of them, all these things patented would have made Belleek but you know no one 
doesn’t make anything in Belleek for fear of giving offence. 
    
I have two daughters. Flora and Marian are Raised Flowerers and doing very well indeed Flora can get 
30(shillings) Marian not much under. I can assure you there is no better Flowerers in the potteries. Of 
course the Men Flowerers do not like it. Now I have another daughter Madeline, I wish to put to business 
also my son William both Irish born but cannot until I get the register of birth can + will you get it for me 
please send me the cost and I will send you the money. 
 
Remember Flora + Marian and my wife to your parents + Family. Of course we do not forget Johnny 
Gavigan + family remember us all to them. Remember me and family to Johnny Montgomery + family and 
all we know in Belleek. 
 
Do you know if Mary Ann Brougham is living and how she is doing. 
 
                                    Yours lest, 
   WW Gallimore 
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course this would be to the horror of William Gallimore who believed that Belleek Pottery should develop their 
“ornamental ware” 
 
By November 1886 Joshua Poole had left Belleek to take up a position as manager in Knowles Taylor & 
Knowles of East Liverpool Ohio, USA. The directors appointed the locally born James Cleary to replace him as 
“Works” manager.  
 

James ClearyJames ClearyJames ClearyJames Cleary    
 
James Cleary was born about two miles from Belleek in Corlea.  He was 
the second son of a tenant farmer, farming 15 acres of land, who by the 
time the Pottery was founded, was living in Cloghore, a townland 
situated between Belleek and Ballyshannon. Three of his brothers; 
Patrick (Parian figure maker), Johnny (Kilnman), and Edward 
(Warehouse), were working in the Pottery.  A fourth brother, Francis, 
who trained as a mould-maker, emigrated to the United States to work in 
a pottery near St Louis, Missouri in 1884. 
 
In the latter years of Armstrong’s management James Cleary had become 
his right hand man and as head of the design and modelling department 
attending various exhibitions at Armstrong’s behest.  
 
James Cleary 1854-1922  

 
Later, after Armstrong’s death and with the imminent sale of the Pottery, he was very involved in the attempts 
to find people with financial backing to buy the Pottery.  Along with his brothers Edward and Patrick, he 
became a shareholder in the new company.  In 1886 he became Works Manager. 

 
Above left: Thistle dejeuner set 
 

Above: Erne dejeuner set 
 

Left: Cleary cream and sugar. 
 

- all are designs by James Cleary. 
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By 1886 the directors also began to realise that the concentration on the production of useful wares was not as 
profitable as they first thought.  The competition from English potteries was intense in this field and Belleek, 
apart from tugging the patriotic heartstrings of the Irish market to “Buy Irish” were unable to compete in any 
meaningful manner.  
 
The production of earthenware continued but ironically the company invested little in design or shape 
development and continued to use “Armstrong” era earthenware patterns right up until the 1920s. The 
production of large sanitary ware ceased in the 1890s. 
 
Belleek won its third Gold medal in June 1887 at the Jubilee Exhibition in Adelaide, Australia but the cost of 
this exhibition, as well as an exhibition in Manchester in the same year, was criticised heavily at the meeting of 
the shareholders on the 18th of November 1887. 

Above: Directors' report and notice of shareholders meeting for 1887. 
 
In a piece called “Our Native Industries” published in the Donegal Vindicator on July 5th 1889 it describes the 
three areas of production being carried out within the factory. 
 
"The product may be divided into three classes: common earthenware for household use; sanitary ware and 
fancy china. The first includes dinner and toilet ware of excellent material and at various prices as well as is 
required for kitchen, pantry and dairy use; the second is well known too and highly commended by the most 
eminent sanitary engineers in the United Kingdom both for the high class of goods supplied and the care and 
dispatch with which their orders are attended to. The third is the expensive Parian or Ivory China- the 
principle glory of Belleek and one which as yet in many respects peculiar to it alone. This branch embraces a 
wide range of useful and ornamental articles the inimitable beauty and superb quality of which have been 
demonstrated by the high honours awarded them whenever shown at International Exhibitions having obtained 
gold medals or other distinctions at Dublin, Adelaide, Manchester, Melbourne and Rome." 
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The production of new designs was being heavily curtailed and the Pottery was no longer willing to 
commission outside designers to produce new pieces.  Gone was the luxury of the generous purse strings of 
David McBirney.  Belleek Pottery would have to rely on whatever talents were available and one area that 
flourished was that of the Basket and Flowering department.   
 

William Henshall returns to BelleekWilliam Henshall returns to BelleekWilliam Henshall returns to BelleekWilliam Henshall returns to Belleek    
 
William Henshall had returned to Belleek by 1887 
and his artistic output continued with many 
spectacular baskets, mirrors and flowered cachepots 
being made. These included such pieces as the Oval 
Covered Basket and the Rathmore Basket.  In 1897 
Belleek presented a flowered mirror to Queen 
Victoria on the occasion of her Diamond Jubilee.  A 
similarly styled mirror was brought to the Paris 
Exhibition in 1900. 
 

Above right: Rathmore Basket 
 
 
     
Right: Group outside the Pottery 
with L-R: Unknown, Fred Slater, 
William Henshall, James Aiken? 
(the company secretary), 
Unknown, Edward Cleary.  
The picture features two Lipton 
flowered footed pots. 
Photographed between 1893 and 
1902 
 
 
Below: Lipton flowered footed 
pot and a pair of Henshall vases 
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Above: William Henshall (in the bowler hat, standing by the lamp post) pictured on Belleek Main Street. 
 
 
 
 
Left and below: We can look at some of the detail in 
this old photograph and see that the establishment that 
Henshall is standing outside is none other than James 
Cleary's bar - purveyor (as it says in the sign) of Beer, 
Spirits and Wine. 
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Frederick SlaterFrederick SlaterFrederick SlaterFrederick Slater    
 

In 1893 Belleek advertised for a designer and modeller and Frederick Slater was 
appointed to the position. He was born Stoke-on Trent in 1869, a member of the 
renowned “Potteries” family who had for many generations been involved as 
designers and modellers with many well-known potteries in Staffordshire. His 
father Albert worked as a designer with Mintons and his brother Walter was head 
designer with Foley Pottery, later to become Shelley Pottery. 
 
As well as a growth in the basket and flowering development, there was also a 
growth in the market for teasets. Belleek had been making Parian teasets from the 
introduction of the Artichoke set, registered in 1868 and including the iconic 
Shamrock basketweave teaset designed by Michael Maguire sometime in the late 
1870s.  
 
 
Left: Frederick Slater 
 

 
Michael Maguire was probably a pupil of William Gallimore but little is known of him apart from the reference 
in Miss Jenks manuscript. James Cleary is reputed to have designed the Erne and the Thistle teasets. The 
Neptune teaset designed by Katie Armstrong must have been designed before 1874 as after her marriage she 
was estranged from her father. It is interesting to note that it seems the set was only put into full stream 
production during the tenure of the Belleek Pottery Works Company. Perhaps Robert Armstrong also banished 
the Neptune teaset as well as Katie Armstrong? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Group of 
fishermen 
pictured on the 
Erne, 
downstream 
from the 
Pottery. 
 
Frederick Slater 
is pictured at 
the front third 
from left. 
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Frederick Slater developed 
many more sets including 
the Harp Shamrock, 
Victoria, Sydney, Finner 
and Scroll. He re-designed 
parts of the Shell teaset 
sometime after 1904, re-
named the “New Shell” 
teaset.  
 
 
 
 
Harp Shamrock tea ware 
as designed by Fred Slater. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Finner dejeuner set 
designed by Fred Slater 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Shell tea ware, 
designed by Fred Slater as 
a combination of Shell and 
Echinus patterns. 
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Harris, who was a China decorator in the Pottery, reputedly designed the Five O’clock teaset, so named after 
the shape of the handles. Other than this little is known about him or how long he was with Belleek.  
 
Special commissions were still undertaken and painted by Eugene Sheerin including the set depicting Irish 
scenes painted for Dr O. Ternan in 1888. 
 
Eugene Sheerin was the boy artist crippled as a result of contracting rheumatic fever and discovered by Robert 
Armstrong, who paid for his training at art school. After he left Belleek in 1895 he went to live in Dublin later 
producing a book of Poetry called “Shamrock wreaths” and dedicating the book to his mentor, R.W. 
Armstrong. 

 
Left: One of the scenes from Ireland 
painted by Eugene Sheerin for Dr 
O.Ternan 1888 
 
Below: Another Sheerin "Views of 
Ireland" plate in the Greek pattern. 

 
Belleek also produced a range of small “toy” vases and cream jugs with the crest of the particular town or city.  
This followed a trend made successful by Adolphus Goss, son of William Henry Goss, of producing “Souvenir 
ware” to be purchased by day-trippers and holidaymakers as gifts for friends and family, serving as a reminder 
of their excursion or holiday.  The pieces produced by Belleek were usually smaller versions of popular shapes 
and could be purchased cheaply.  The trend continued right up until the start of the First World War. 
 

                     
 
 
Picture of Crested 
ware pieces in 
Belleek Pottery 
Museum. 
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The design and modelling of the 
International Centrepiece was a 
spectacular piece of work by 
Frederick Slater and he must have 
started work on it a considerable 
time before the opening of the 
exhibition The “Exposition de 
Paris” began in April 1900 and 
continued until the following 
November. In the Belleek “Old 
Photograph Album” there are a 
number of photographs listed as 
the “Paris Exhibition Samples” 
and it is interesting to note that 
the International Centrepiece is 
not in any of the pictures. Perhaps 
indicating that they were not sure, 
by the time the pictures were 
added to the album, if they would 
have the main piece for the 
exhibition ready in time! 
 
Left: "Paris Exhibition Samples" - 
a photograph from the Old 
Belleek Photo Album. 
 
The International Centrepiece is 
an elegant vase standing over 30” 
high with pierced details and 
decorated with an array of  hand 
applied flowers. The vase stands 
on a pedestal with three Irish 
Wolfhounds linked with Parian 
chains, as if they were guarding 
the piece. (see front cover) 

 
 
 
 
 
Left: the front and 
reverse of the Paris 
Exhibition gold medal 
won by Belleek Pottery. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Centrepiece, impressive then as it is now, won a Gold medal from the show’s organizers as a piece of 
significant artistic merit. This was the fourth gold medal won by Belleek Pottery.  In the 1904 catalogue the 
International Centrepiece is being offered for sale at a retail price of £40.  A picture of Willie John Slavin 
admiring the International Centrepiece is shown as the front cover of this Newsletter. 
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 Photograph taken in the Belleek showroom showing the International Centrepiece. This also shows a Shell 
dejeuner set, Figure of Erin, Prisoner of Love and a magnificent mirror frame. 
 

Later in 1900 James Cleary retired as manager, perhaps on a high note after the success of the Paris Exhibition, 
and was replaced by his brother Edward. Edward Cleary had been apprenticed as a warehouse keeper aged 16, 
in 1876.  He became company salesman in 1888 and warehouse manager prior to becoming manager. 

Belleek workforce, pictured outside the Pottery, 
sometime before 1902. 
 

Inset:  Close up showing William Henshall & 
Frederick Slater and a man with an axe! 
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The period after 1900 seems to have been a relatively prosperous 
time for the pottery. However for the workforce wages remained 
poor and skilled men tended to leave and seek work elsewhere, 
many going to Stoke or America.  
 
 In 1904 Belleek published its first comprehensive catalogue 
listing all current production.  
 
Edward Cleary, who became Works Manager in 1900. 
 
The Erne Drainage Scheme completed in 1898, blasted away the 
falls at Belleek, upstream from the Pottery, and built a set of 
sluice gates to control the water flow out of the Erne system. 
While perhaps controlling water flow in the Erne, the gates also 

caused the Pottery to lose waterpower when the gates were open in times of flood, thus making the workings of 
the jolleying and plate machinery inoperable. This would lead to a continuing legal wrangle right up until the 
1930s.   
 
While things remained good and the market buoyant, the company was probably under capitalised and prone to 
any event that would upset the marketplace. 
            

The Celtic RevivalThe Celtic RevivalThe Celtic RevivalThe Celtic Revival    and the and the and the and the Arts and Crafts MovementArts and Crafts MovementArts and Crafts MovementArts and Crafts Movement    
 
The late 1890s and early years of the 20th Century saw a revival in interest in Celtic designs brought about by 
the influence of the Arts & Crafts movement.  This was a design movement that flourished between 1880 and 
1910.  It was instigated by the artist and writer William Morris (1834–1896) and was inspired by the writings of 
John Ruskin (1819–1900). It influenced architecture, domestic design and the decorative arts, using simple 
forms and a medieval style of decoration. It advocated truth to materials, traditional craftsmanship and 
economic reform. 
 
In Ireland the revival in interest in the Celtic past encompassed all areas of art including drama and poetry. In 
applied arts it influenced a wide range of disciplines including bookbinding, stained glass windows, paintings 
graphics and ceramics. 
 
Belleek supplied Earthenware and Parian blanks to the Belfast Art College. These were decorated by the 
students using enamels and lustres and painted in a distinctive Celtic style. 
 

 
Belleek earthenware bowl signed by E.K. McDermott, decorated by Belfast Art College students circa 1910 
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Lady AberdeenLady AberdeenLady AberdeenLady Aberdeen    
 

Lady Aberdeen first came to Ireland in 
1886 when her husband was Lord 
Lieutenant of Ireland.   
 

Soon after this, the Liberal government 
was defeated in an election and the 
Aberdeens returned to London. While in 
Ireland Lady Aberdeen was struck by the 
poverty of the country and became 
determined to help promote industry. Her 
interest co-incided with that of other like 
minded people and they took their 
inspiration from the principles of the Arts 
and Crafts movement.  
 

Lady Aberdeen helped design the Irish 
stand for the Chicago World’s Fair in 
1893 which was based on an Irish village 
with a replica of Blarney Castle forming 
the centrepiece. The success of Irish goods 
promoted at the fair led to a new interest 
in Irish produce and a growth in exports of 
Irish products to the United States. 
Belleek also increased their export market 
to the millions of immigrants from 
Ireland. 
 
Right: Lady Aberdeen at a spinning wheel. 
Her dress is decorated with Celtic motifs 
and Irish lace. 
Below right: Aberdeen dejeuner set 
 
Back in Ireland Lady Aberdeen continued 
to promote hand crafted products and was 
present at an exhibition in Belfast in 1895 
when in November 1895 the Belfast 
Newsletter reported: 
 

“Although another well established firm, 
the Belleek China Company from Co 
Fermanagh, did not itself send any 
exhibits, its work was represented by a tea 
service presented some time before to 
Lady Aberdeen. It had been made to the 
design of Alice Jacob of the school of Art 
in Dublin who was also responsible for a 
number of lace and embroidery designs” 
 
Although the teaset is not specifically 
named it is possible that this was the 
Aberdeen teaset. The Aberdeen teaset is 
listed in the 1904 Belleek Catalogue and 
was clearly designed before 1904. 
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Alice JacobAlice JacobAlice JacobAlice Jacob    
 

Alice Jacob was born in New 
Zealand in 1862 to Anthony P. 
Jacob and Elizabeth Jacob. The 
family returned to Ireland 
sometime before 1874 and 
Alice attended the 
Metropolitan School of Art and 
later the Royal School of Art, 
both in Dublin.  In the 1901 
Irish census Alice is living 
with her parents in Thomas 
Street, Dublin and gives her 
profession as an art teacher and 
designer.  
 

Right: Picture taken from John 
Turpin's "A School of Art in 
Dublin Since the Eighteenth 
Century: A History of the National College of Art and Design." Alice Jacob, sitting on the far right in the front 
row is unfortunately moving so her face isn't very clear. The photograph dates to 1905. 

 
In 1906 she became a teacher at the Metropolitan School of 
Art. In 1908 Frederick Moore employed Alice as a full 
time botanical illustrator for the National Botanical 
Gardens in Glasnevin, Dublin. She painted over a hundred 
orchids between 1908 and 1919. 
 

During this period she designed lace for many Linen 
companies throughout Ireland. Alice Jacob designed the 
Belleek Aberdeen tea set sometime before 1904. As a 
member of the Gaelic League she exhibited watercolour 
sketches at art exhibitions held by the organisation and was 
active in the Arts and Crafts Society of Ireland until her 
death. She retired on June 23rd 1921 from the Dublin 
Metropolitan School of Art and died a month later on July 
26th, aged 59.  
 
Left: one of the orchid illustrations by Alice Jacob. 

    

Might Alice Jacob have designed other pieces for Belleek?Might Alice Jacob have designed other pieces for Belleek?Might Alice Jacob have designed other pieces for Belleek?Might Alice Jacob have designed other pieces for Belleek?    
 
Some time ago a 1904 Belleek catalogue belonging 
to Edward Cleary was donated to the Belleek 
Pottery Museum and at the back of the catalogue an 
additional three pages of pictures of pieces made 
after the 1904 catalogue was published were 
inserted. In these pictures two Celtic teasets are 
shown. These sets were believed to be the work of 
the Hungarian designer, Madam Boroniuxz and 
developed much later in the 1920s. 
 

Above right: Edward Cleary's own personal copy of the 1904 catalogue and the first two additional pages. 
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The handles on the Aberdeen teaset show a Celtic 
influence and similar handles are found on the 
Low Celtic teaset. Could this Low Celtic teaset 
also be the work of Alice Jacob? 
 

Above: Low Celtic dejeuner set. 
 
Above right: comparison between shape and 
decoration on Aberdeen and Low Celtic cups and 
teapots. 
  
 
Perhaps these earlier Celtic designs were dusted 
down, decorated differently and re-launched in 
1924.  This is seen as a wider Celtic teaware and 
giftware development and incorporated into the 
work of Madam Boroniuxz. In any case, it is 
likely that Frederick Slater would have modelled 
the designs produced by both women. 

 
 
Right:  in more detail are the variations on Celtic 
pieces (and some other items) on the first extra 
page in Edward Cleary's copy of the 1904 
Catalogue. 
 
Bottom right: Three Legged Celtic part teaset 
showing the similarities and differences to the 
patterns shown in the catalogue.  
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The First World War brought a period of terrible 
carnage and death to millions. The unrestricted 
submarine warfare in the shipping lanes around 
European waters and the North Atlantic Ocean 
meant that raw materials from Cornwall and from 
Norway became difficult to obtain as shipping 
foodstuff and munitions was obviously 
considered more critical to the war effort. The 
war also restricted exports to the United States. 
 
Belleek reopened the feldspar working at Larkhill 
near Castlecaldwell to counteract the raw 
materials problem and were able to get China 
clay from Castlecomer in Co Kilkenny. However 
the restriction on exports to the affluent United 
States caused the most problems and by the end 
of the war the Pottery had less than sixty people 
working there. 
 
The directors found the financial situation 
untenable and were unable to continue and in 
1919 the Pottery was offered for sale. 
 
It was sold for £10,000 to a group of businessmen 
from Co. Louth and thus began a new era in the 
Belleek Pottery’s history. 
 
 
 
Left: particulars of the sale of the Pottery, 
September 1919. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Right: the medals 
won by Belleek 
Pottery in 
international 
exhibitions: 
 
D. McBirney and Co.  
(Armstrong era) 
Dublin 1865,  
Melbourne: 1880 
 
Belleek Pottery 
Works Co. Limited 
(Post Armstrong) 
Adelaide 1887, Paris 
1900. 
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American Belleek Baskets, Flower Work American Belleek Baskets, Flower Work American Belleek Baskets, Flower Work American Belleek Baskets, Flower Work     
and Other Interestingand Other Interestingand Other Interestingand Other Interesting    ObjectsObjectsObjectsObjects 

 
By Pat & Paul TubbBy Pat & Paul TubbBy Pat & Paul TubbBy Pat & Paul Tubb    

 
Following on from the article about James Sheldon in the last newsletter and our brief introduction in the BCIS 
Newsletter Vol 22 No 2 in 2011 here is a further article concerning what we have been learning about the 
baskets, flowered pieces and other work produced by the various American Belleek manufacturers in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
 
According to the Lenox archive, James Sheldon produced 35 baskets of which two are in the Newark Museum 
and are illustrated in our earlier article in the March 2012 UK Group Newsletter. Ulysses Dietz says that four of 
the 35 baskets are known but the whereabouts of the other 31 are not known.  
 
However, over the last year or so, we have discovered more examples of American Belleek flowered items, 
including some baskets. Ulysses Dietz of the Newark museum sent us these two photographs of items in their 
collection.  Both the two foot high mirror and the oval basket are from the Willets factory, but their Belleek 
parentage is quite clear. (shown below) 

 
 

 
Whilst we were in the USA for the Chicago convention in 2011 we visited Trenton NJ, as reported in our 
earlier articles, and our friends and fellow researchers, Scott Anderson and Judi Wells, took us to the home of 
Bob and Noreen Cunningham for a New Jersey supper and a viewing of Bob’s huge personal collection of 
American Belleek items. Bob is the President of the Ellerslie Park Museum in Trenton, which, among their 
other exhibits, houses a large collection of American Belleek items which we had seen in 2009. 
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Among Bob’s own collection was another woven 
basket made at Willets and shown right.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
On the left is his piece de resistance, a mirror frame, 
reputedly made by Bromley whilst working at Ott and 
Brewer. This was not marked but had an Ott and Brewer 
paper sticker on it. If this is true then the piece was made 
before Bromley’s death in 1888, several years before 
Sheldon went over to Trenton.  
 
 
There are also a pair of close-up pictures below of the 
frame showing the characteristic lily of the valley 
decoration, again so similar to those made at Belleek. 
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Since our visit, Bob has acquired another Willets Basket which we have only 
seen in pictures, and reproduce here to show the basket and the Belleek 
Willets mark. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Left: Another 
Willets basket and 
(above) its mark 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
In Bob’s collection were 
several interesting pieces 
which he is happy for us to 
share with you, from which we 
have picked out examples of 
pieces we had never seen 
before, such as two parian 
busts of Christ and his Mother, 
Mary, made at Ott & Brewer – 
we wonder if Gallimore may 
have had a hand in their 
production?  
 
Left: Ott and Brewer busts of 
Christ and Mary 
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We are also showing you a dish, with 
a reclining figure, standing on shell 
feet which came from Lenox. (left) 
 
Bob had, of course, many examples of 
the beautiful hand painted vases and 
plates which are so characteristic of 
American Belleek and which often 
come up for sale in America and, over 
here, on eBay and other auction sites. 
We would need a whole book to show 
all the pictures we took and they were 
only a fraction of his wonderful 
personal collection. Many other 
examples are on display at the 
Ellarslie Museum and the State 
Museum at Trenton. If you are able to 
come to the USA for next year’s 
convention, when we hope to visit 
Trenton again for the dedication of the 
grave markers for Bromley, Gallimore 
and Swann, we hope you can make 
time to join us and visit these two 
museums as well. 
 
After leaving Trenton we also visited 
the Museum of Art in Philadelphia 
where we discovered a lovely 
Jardinière, shown left, which exhibits 
the flower making art which clearly 
had its origin at Belleek. The legend 
with it did not identify the particular 
pottery in Trenton from which it came. 
We did get permission to photograph 
it and reproduce it here for you to see.  

The original intention of the visit to the museum was for Patrick to run up the steps as Sylvester Stallone did in 
‘Rocky’ and then pose with the commemorative statue there, which he duly did. Finding the Jardinière was an 
added bonus!! 
 

Finally we would like to thank Bob and Noreen Cunningham of Trenton for their hospitality and for allowing 
us to view and photograph their collection; the Museum of Art in Philadelphia; Ulysses G Dietz for sending us 
the pictures from the Newark Museum; Scott Anderson and Judi Wells for their taxi service around Trenton and 
for introducing us to Bob and Noreen and showing us the locations connected to the Belleek men who went 
over to Trenton in the late 1800s. 
 

In conclusion, we hope that you enjoy looking at all these great pieces which so obviously have their genesis at 
Belleek and, if anyone knows of more such pieces and their history, please let us know. We would be delighted 
to enhance our knowledge of American Belleek decorative pieces. 
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 Don Don Don Don 
Clinton's Clinton's Clinton's Clinton's 
BelleekBelleekBelleekBelleek    
 
Eighteen years ago, in 
June 1993, Don Clinton, 
one of our US members, 
the BCIS Belleek 
Honouree in 1990 and a 
true enthusiast for Belleek, 
began a series of articles 
which were then published 
in the "Irish Tribune". 
 
Don wrote the articles and 
Betty, his wife, took the 
photographs. 
 
We are reproducing these 
articles in the Newsletter: 
here is the article Don 
wrote for the May 1994 
issue of the Irish Tribune.   
 
Here he considers the 
eigth (blue) mark period 
which was current at the 
time the article was 
written.  Note the 
reference to Belleek 
acquiring Galway Crystal 
at this time. 
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Auction Report Auction Report Auction Report Auction Report ----    some exceptional items of Belleeksome exceptional items of Belleeksome exceptional items of Belleeksome exceptional items of Belleek    
    
RARE EARLY … PORCELAIN CENTERPIECE SHELL VASE 
… modeled as sea shells supported on a coral base… large shell center 
vase does have a repaired (re stuck) section in the side and some hair 
line cracks and repair to two coral branches…  
Sold  for: US$1925Sold  for: US$1925Sold  for: US$1925Sold  for: US$1925    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: surri_bsurri_bsurri_bsurri_b    
Period: Period: Period: Period: Second BlackSecond BlackSecond BlackSecond Black    
    

LIDDED FORGET ME NOT TRINKET BOX  
…Very, very minor petal loss… 

 
Sold  for: £100Sold  for: £100Sold  for: £100Sold  for: £100    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: wendyy2kwendyy2kwendyy2kwendyy2k    
Period: Period: Period: Period: Third BlackThird BlackThird BlackThird Black    
 
PRINCE ARTHUR ENCRUSTED VASE 
….10.5" tall by 6" wide. Very good condition… 
Sold  for: CAN$256Sold  for: CAN$256Sold  for: CAN$256Sold  for: CAN$256    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: signature*gemsignature*gemsignature*gemsignature*gem    
Period: Period: Period: Period: Third BlackThird BlackThird BlackThird Black    
 
Straw Basket… 
… some small losses that are not noticed at a glance… 

Sold  for: US$99.99Sold  for: US$99.99Sold  for: US$99.99Sold  for: US$99.99    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: singing.dealssinging.dealssinging.dealssinging.deals    
Period: Period: Period: Period: Second Second Second Second BlackBlackBlackBlack    
 
…"LIPTON" FLOWER POT  
…3 OAK BRANCH & ACORN PEDESTAL 
FEET …ENCRUSTED SHAMROCKS 
SURROUNDING THE ENTIRE POT…VERY TINY GLAZE CHIP TO 1 
ACORN ON FOOT… REST OF THE CONDITION ISSUES ARE IN THE 
ENCRUSTED SHAMROCKS… 
Sold  for: US$699Sold  for: US$699Sold  for: US$699Sold  for: US$699    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: bktreasures95bktreasures95bktreasures95bktreasures95    
Period: Period: Period: Period: Second BlackSecond BlackSecond BlackSecond Black    
    

Beautiful Belleek Jardinière  
…hand applied flowers, leaves and buds… a few losses 
Sold  for: US$850,   EBaSold  for: US$850,   EBaSold  for: US$850,   EBaSold  for: US$850,   EBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: lp448lp448lp448lp448    
Period: Period: Period: Period: Second BlackSecond BlackSecond BlackSecond Black    
 
Jardinière with Birds & Flowers  

.. rim decorated with applied three birds and a myriad of fine flowers… two 
shamrocks with chips & some manufacturers flaws to two rose stems… 
Sold  for: US$1751,  EBaSold  for: US$1751,  EBaSold  for: US$1751,  EBaSold  for: US$1751,  EBay selly selly selly seller: er: er: er: hunter23hunter23hunter23hunter23    
Period: Period: Period: Period: Third BlackThird BlackThird BlackThird Black    
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Three weave strand 
Beautifully made with incredible naturalism and detail …very good 
condition, with just… half of one of the petals missing 
Sold  for: £530Sold  for: £530Sold  for: £530Sold  for: £530    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: sophiacollectablessophiacollectablessophiacollectablessophiacollectables    
Period: Period: Period: Period: 3 Strand, 3 Strand, 3 Strand, 3 Strand, BELLEEK CO. FERMANAGHBELLEEK CO. FERMANAGHBELLEEK CO. FERMANAGHBELLEEK CO. FERMANAGH    

   
Woven Porcelain Bowl 
Basket  
…one small chip… 6 3/4" across 1 3/4" 
deep 
Sold  for: US$227.51Sold  for: US$227.51Sold  for: US$227.51Sold  for: US$227.51    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: if_mama_aint_happyif_mama_aint_happyif_mama_aint_happyif_mama_aint_happy    
Period:Period:Period:Period:    4 Strand, 4 Strand, 4 Strand, 4 Strand, BELLEEK CO. BELLEEK CO. BELLEEK CO. BELLEEK CO. 
FERMANAGHFERMANAGHFERMANAGHFERMANAGH    IRELAIRELAIRELAIRELANDNDNDND    
    

…Rare Belleek Comport 
…it has lost its lid and has a small inside rim 
repaired chip  
Sold  for: £262Sold  for: £262Sold  for: £262Sold  for: £262    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: yeculyeculyeculyecul    
Period:Period:Period:Period:    First BlackFirst BlackFirst BlackFirst Black    
    

LENOX BELLEEK DOUBLE HANDLED 
IVORY COLOURED VASE       
VERY GOOD CONDITION…NO MAKERS 
MARKS BUT AT AUCTION WAS LISTED AS 
LENOX. 
Sold  for: £184Sold  for: £184Sold  for: £184Sold  for: £184    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: vintagebargvintagebargvintagebargvintagebargains2012ains2012ains2012ains2012    
Period:Period:Period:Period:    Unmarked, probably Second BlackUnmarked, probably Second BlackUnmarked, probably Second BlackUnmarked, probably Second Black    
    

Belleek Figure 
…hand painted in 
muted colours… 
some damage to 
basket… tip of his 
Index finger 
Sold  for: £172Sold  for: £172Sold  for: £172Sold  for: £172    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: 
BywithezBywithezBywithezBywithez    
Period:Period:Period:Period:    First BlackFirst BlackFirst BlackFirst Black    
 
Belleek Basket Carrier 
Boy: Point is broken off of the Basket. Girl: 
Blemishes: None 
Sold  for: Boy US$200, Girl US$400Sold  for: Boy US$200, Girl US$400Sold  for: Boy US$200, Girl US$400Sold  for: Boy US$200, Girl US$400    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: emtobyemtobyemtobyemtoby 
Period:Period:Period:Period:    Second  BlackSecond  BlackSecond  BlackSecond  Black    
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Flying fish 
…very good condition 
Sold  for: £144Sold  for: £144Sold  for: £144Sold  for: £144    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: ckckckck----rollrollrollroll----1111----2222 
Period:Period:Period:Period:    First BlackFirst BlackFirst BlackFirst Black    
 
FISH SPILL VASE 
…WONDERFUL PINK…"PERFECT" 
CONDITION  
Sold  for: US$501.56Sold  for: US$501.56Sold  for: US$501.56Sold  for: US$501.56    

EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: sjl44sjl44sjl44sjl44 
PPPPeriod:eriod:eriod:eriod:    First BlackFirst BlackFirst BlackFirst Black    
    

SHELL/BARNACLE SMALL CENTERPIECE 
[!!] 
…2 TIPS MISSING ON LARGE BARNACLE 
Sold  for: US$978.65Sold  for: US$978.65Sold  for: US$978.65Sold  for: US$978.65    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: longbeachartlongbeachartlongbeachartlongbeachart    
Period:Period:Period:Period:    SecondSecondSecondSecond    BlackBlackBlackBlack    
    

Crucifixion Wall Pocket 

..19cm high.. some ware to glaze & small chip to 
reverse 
Sold  for: £38Sold  for: £38Sold  for: £38Sold  for: £38    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: LsahorncastleLsahorncastleLsahorncastleLsahorncastle 
Period:Period:Period:Period:    Second BlackSecond BlackSecond BlackSecond Black    
    

IRIDESCENT CONCH SHELL W 
CORAL 
… beautiful white & lavender colors… 
fabulous overall condition    
Sold Sold Sold Sold     for: US$800for: US$800for: US$800for: US$800    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: bubbleking, bubbleking, bubbleking, bubbleking, Period:Period:Period:Period:    First BlackFirst BlackFirst BlackFirst Black    
    

…5 cream plates 
…taupe/brown detailing… One plate has a 
hairline 
Sold  for: AUS$181.40Sold  for: AUS$181.40Sold  for: AUS$181.40Sold  for: AUS$181.40    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: thevans*thevans*thevans*thevans*,  ,  ,  ,  Period:Period:Period:Period:    First BlackFirst BlackFirst BlackFirst Black    
    

Large Plate with Navy Blue Colouring 
…unusual Navy Blue colouring and nice gilding… mint 

Sold  for: £115Sold  for: £115Sold  for: £115Sold  for: £115    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: ardlongfieldardlongfieldardlongfieldardlongfield,  ,  ,  ,  Period:Period:Period:Period:    First BlackFirst BlackFirst BlackFirst Black    
    

FOOTED SEA SHELL CREAMER 
…no nicks or cracks 
Sold  for: US$355.77,  EBaSold  for: US$355.77,  EBaSold  for: US$355.77,  EBaSold  for: US$355.77,  EBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: AntiquestoyscollectiblesAntiquestoyscollectiblesAntiquestoyscollectiblesAntiquestoyscollectibles    
Period:Period:Period:Period:    First BlackFirst BlackFirst BlackFirst Black    
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Thorn pattern porcelain Candlestick  
7” high…Condition very good … gilding 
rubbed in places 
Sold  for: £300Sold  for: £300Sold  for: £300Sold  for: £300    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: donegalantiquesdonegalantiquesdonegalantiquesdonegalantiques    
Period:Period:Period:Period:    First BlackFirst BlackFirst BlackFirst Black    
    

Cobweb Plate 
Very good condition…20.2 cm  
Sold  for: £192Sold  for: £192Sold  for: £192Sold  for: £192    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: AntiqueclAntiqueclAntiqueclAntiquecliqueiqueiqueique    
Period:Period:Period:Period:    First BlackFirst BlackFirst BlackFirst Black    
 
SYRUP PITCHER IMPRESSED AND 
REGISTERY MARK 
PERFECT CONDITION… 6" TALL 
Sold  for: US$316 Sold  for: US$316 Sold  for: US$316 Sold  for: US$316     
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: njp17njp17njp17njp17    
Period:Period:Period:Period:    First BlackFirst BlackFirst BlackFirst Black    
    

EGG CUP, CREAM SHELL FORM, PINK 
TINGED, WITH CORAL 
…pretty and fragile looking… perfect condition 
SSSSold  for: £54.89 old  for: £54.89 old  for: £54.89 old  for: £54.89     
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: vintageloomvintageloomvintageloomvintageloom    
Period:Period:Period:Period:    Not marked, early?Not marked, early?Not marked, early?Not marked, early?    
    
    

Coral Mustard 2 Spoon Shell 
…very fragile mustard/condiment spoons… 
handles are coral with shell bowls… 3.25" … 
very good condition 
Sold  for: US$159.50Sold  for: US$159.50Sold  for: US$159.50Sold  for: US$159.50    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: coltboy36coltboy36coltboy36coltboy36    
PeriodPeriodPeriodPeriod::::    Probably Probably Probably Probably Second BlackSecond BlackSecond BlackSecond Black    
    

Echinus Egg Cup 
…Blemishes: None Detected 

Sold  for: US$40.99Sold  for: US$40.99Sold  for: US$40.99Sold  for: US$40.99    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: emtoby, emtoby, emtoby, emtoby, Period:Period:Period:Period:    Second BlackSecond BlackSecond BlackSecond Black    
    

17" PLATTER 
…STUNNING PLATTER IN EXCELLENT CONDITION 
Sold  for: US$382.77Sold  for: US$382.77Sold  for: US$382.77Sold  for: US$382.77    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: say.jay.nay,  say.jay.nay,  say.jay.nay,  say.jay.nay,  Period:Period:Period:Period:    Second BlackSecond BlackSecond BlackSecond Black    
    

BAMBOO PATTERN TEAPOT 
…VERY GOOD CONDITION 
Sold  for: £235Sold  for: £235Sold  for: £235Sold  for: £235    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller:y seller:y seller:y seller:    Canphilnock,  Canphilnock,  Canphilnock,  Canphilnock,  Period:Period:Period:Period:    Second BlackSecond BlackSecond BlackSecond Black    
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Echinus Pink and White Tea Pot, Plus 2 Cups and 
Saucers  
Teapot with matching lid, in pink with gilt trim…. pink-and-white 
tea cups and saucers do NOT have a gilt edge. They are NOT 
Echinus but  similar… One cup has a nearly invisible crease 
Sold  for: US$699Sold  for: US$699Sold  for: US$699Sold  for: US$699    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: carolkoppcarolkoppcarolkoppcarolkopp    
Period:Period:Period:Period:    Second BlackSecond BlackSecond BlackSecond Black    
    

CHINESE DRAGON TEA 
POT 
3.75" tall chip on the left front 
toe        
Sold  for: US$811.09Sold  for: US$811.09Sold  for: US$811.09Sold  for: US$811.09    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: jonlrjonlrjonlrjonlr,  ,  ,  ,      
Period:Period:Period:Period:    First BlackFirst BlackFirst BlackFirst Black    
    

Tridacna Pink w Gold trim 
Teapot Tea Set   
…excellent condition … covered 
sugar has one shallow chip… 

with Gold trim 
Sold  for: US$1035Sold  for: US$1035Sold  for: US$1035Sold  for: US$1035    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: iamselling2uiamselling2uiamselling2uiamselling2u, , , ,     
Period:Period:Period:Period:    First BlackFirst BlackFirst BlackFirst Black    
    

Echinus Demitasse Cup and 
Saucer 
Pink on Handle, Gold on Rim… 
Blemishes: None Detected 
Sold  for: US$97.97Sold  for: US$97.97Sold  for: US$97.97Sold  for: US$97.97    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: emtobyemtobyemtobyemtoby, , , , Period:Period:Period:Period:    
Second  BlackSecond  BlackSecond  BlackSecond  Black    
    

SCROLL TRIO 
…excellent condition 
Sold  for: £75Sold  for: £75Sold  for: £75Sold  for: £75    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: mr.firswoodmr.firswoodmr.firswoodmr.firswood    
Period:Period:Period:Period:    Second  BlackSecond  BlackSecond  BlackSecond  Black    

    

Tinted/Monogrammed Hexagon Large Sugar 
…excellent condition…monogrammed with a G… rim tinted green & gold 
gilt… 3 1/4"     
Sold  for: US$49Sold  for: US$49Sold  for: US$49Sold  for: US$49, , , , EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: thegoodstuffthegoodstuffthegoodstuffthegoodstuff, , , , Period:Period:Period:Period:    Second  BlackSecond  BlackSecond  BlackSecond  Black    
    

HEXAGON PITCHER w/ RARE DECORATION 
…just under 2.75” tall… no damage 
Sold  for: US$99.99Sold  for: US$99.99Sold  for: US$99.99Sold  for: US$99.99, , , , EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: jonesingjonesingjonesingjonesing----forforforfor----itititit, , , , Period:Period:Period:Period:    Second  BlackSecond  BlackSecond  BlackSecond  Black    
    

Crested China Neptune Tea Duo 
…crest is for AYR… minute chip to rim of cup 
Sold  for: £137Sold  for: £137Sold  for: £137Sold  for: £137, , , , EBaEBaEBaEBay y y y seller: seller: seller: seller: smr1290132smr1290132smr1290132smr1290132,  ,  ,  ,  Period:Period:Period:Period:    Second  BlackSecond  BlackSecond  BlackSecond  Black
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Hand Painted Signed M.B. Kiteley 6" Bread Plate 
…6" Bread Plate …VERY SLIGHT WEAR 
Sold  for: CAN$83.79Sold  for: CAN$83.79Sold  for: CAN$83.79Sold  for: CAN$83.79    
EBaEBaEBaEBay seller: y seller: y seller: y seller: auctionauctionauctionauction----victoriavictoriavictoriavictoria    
Period:Period:Period:Period:    Second  BlackSecond  BlackSecond  BlackSecond  Black    
    

PLATE TRAY SILVER 
HANDLES WITH 
FLOWERS 
…ORNATE WITH 
FLOWERS & HEAVY 
SILVER HANDLES …9” 
WIDE… PRISTEEN  
Sold  for: US$516.99Sold  for: US$516.99Sold  for: US$516.99Sold  for: US$516.99    

EBaEBaEBaEBay y y y seller: seller: seller: seller: clearwoodantiquesclearwoodantiquesclearwoodantiquesclearwoodantiques 
Period:Period:Period:Period:    Third  BlackThird  BlackThird  BlackThird  Black    
    

Nicely painted Neptune Trio 
…fantastic gilding & colouring MINT 
CONDITION… art deco  
Sold  for: £249Sold  for: £249Sold  for: £249Sold  for: £249    
EBaEBaEBaEBay y y y seller: seller: seller: seller: ardlongfieldardlongfieldardlongfieldardlongfield    
Period:Period:Period:Period:    Third  BlackThird  BlackThird  BlackThird  Black    
    

Ribbon Creamer 
…Color: Silver and Blue… 
Blemishes: None Detected… Height: 
3 ¼” 
Sold  for: US$36Sold  for: US$36Sold  for: US$36Sold  for: US$36    
EBaEBaEBaEBay y y y seller: seller: seller: seller: emtobyemtobyemtobyemtoby,  ,  ,  ,  Period:Period:Period:Period:    Third  BlackThird  BlackThird  BlackThird  Black    
    

Celtic Teapot ..8" x 5" tip to tip … MINT condition  
Sold  for: US$490.98Sold  for: US$490.98Sold  for: US$490.98Sold  for: US$490.98, , , , EBaEBaEBaEBay y y y sellersellersellerseller: : : : o4malleyo4malleyo4malleyo4malley. . . . Period:Period:Period:Period:    Second  BlackSecond  BlackSecond  BlackSecond  Black    

 

Vase Applied Flowers  
… being very picky - there are 10 little flakes… a little over 8” 
Sold  for: US$203.51Sold  for: US$203.51Sold  for: US$203.51Sold  for: US$203.51    
EBaEBaEBaEBay y y y seller: seller: seller: seller: thompsonltdthompsonltdthompsonltdthompsonltd, , , , Period:Period:Period:Period:    Third  BlackThird  BlackThird  BlackThird  Black    
    

Celtic 2nd BLACK MARK 
… Celtic pattern basket-bowl… CONDITION -RUBBED IN PLACES, 2 
FINE HAIR 
LINES 
Sold  for: £113.Sold  for: £113.Sold  for: £113.Sold  for: £113.65656565    
EBaEBaEBaEBay y y y sellersellersellerseller: : : : 
triplet1958paulatriplet1958paulatriplet1958paulatriplet1958paula    
Period:Period:Period:Period:    Second  Second  Second  Second  
BlackBlackBlackBlack    
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And Finally.And Finally.And Finally.And Finally... .. .. ..  

Queen Victoria was a great lover of fine china and made regular visits to Ireland, first obtaining Belleek parian 
ware from W.H. Kerr's Capel Street shop in Dublin in 1868.  As the fashion leader of her day, these purchases 
of Belleek were instrumental in establishing the Pottery as manufacturers of highly desirable ornamental ware 
for royalty, the gentry and the aristocracy... this was soon followed by general artistic approval of Belleek's 
quirky and innovative naturalistic designs and a surge in demand for the ware from the newly emerging middle 
classes in Britain and across the world.   
 

Enough of this social history! ...Belleek Pottery is now extremely well established in its role of supplier of gifts 
to important people including American Presidents and the British Royal Family.  So it was really no surprise 
when Belleek was chosen to supply a gift on behalf of the Northern Ireland Assembly to Her Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth on the very happy occasion of her Diamond Jubilee - she is now the second longest reigning monarch 
of the UK, surpassed only by her great grandmother, Queen Victoria. 
 

It was very interesting to see if any of her great grandmother's 
love of ornamental china had come down to the present Queen.  
We watched the presentation of the Belleek basket on TV to 
see if there was any sign of this. 
 

27th June: The Queen arrives at the Lyric Theatre, Belfast to 
be greeted by Northern Ireland First Minister, Peter Robinson 
(centre) and his deputy, Martin McGuinness (left). 
Peter Robinson shows her the Belleek basket. 
He picks it up and the Queen examines it, he carefully turns it 
over to show her the inscription. 
 

The First Minister puts the basket down and continues to 
converse with the Queen, meanwhile, Prince Philip reaches 
out towards the basket... 
Is he going to pick it up?  No he just reads the paper that came 
with the basket.  So did they like the gift?  The signs seem 
positive, although the present Queen may not be quite as 
passionate about Belleek as 
her great grandmother was! 


